Class of 2015
presidents full
of enthusiasm

ROCK CLIMBER VISITS HILL

By YANA MAYAYEVA
NEWS STAFF

CHRIS KASPHAK/THt COLBY ECHO

The Colby Climbing Wall and Colby Mountaineering Club brought famed rock climber Matt Wilder to the Hill on Sunday, Oct. 2.

College searches for chaplain
By RUMBIDZAI GONDO
NEWS STAFF

The College is in the process
of conducting a search to hire a
full-time campus chaplain who
will serve as the dean for student
spiritual and religious life.
As noted on the Student Affairs Division page of the College 's website , "This critically
important position will bring
experienced leadership and
add meaningful support to enhance the work being done by
the chap lains and the many active student religious groups."
The College chaplaincy program serves to provide a safe
space where all students can explore their own spirituality and,
with the guidance of the chaplains, get to know people who
share their faith and engage each
other in conversation.
All four of the chaplains on
the Hill are currently involved
in other efforts with their
churches and synagogues, so
they are only on campus part-
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Johnson Day, which the Colby
Volunteer Center (CVC) revived
last spring after a 50-year hiatus,
brought together members of the
College community as students
and Physical Plant Department
(PPD) staff worked together to
beautify campus. Inspired by the
success of last April's event, the
CVC will hold another Johnson
Day on Saturday, Oct. 15.
As noted in an Echo article published on April 5, 2011 , "Johnson
Day derives its name from former
College President Franklin Winslow Johnson, who served the
College from 1929 to 1942. Johnson oversaw the transplantation
of campus to its current location
on Mayflower Hill , which began
during his presidency. After retiring as president , Johnson donated
over $100,000 to the College, an
amount that exceeded his salary

See PRESIDENTS. Page 2
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Pugh Center
and around
campus."

Johnson Day bridges community
By SARAH LYON

Justin Deckert 'IS and Joseph Whitfield *15 became the
Class of 2015 presidents two
weeks ago, after winning the
Student Government Association (SGA) first-year presidential election in a run-off vote.
Deckert and Whitfield ran for
office because of their desire to
serve as active members of the
Class of 2015. The two firstyears, who are also roommates,
are enthusiastic about their new
appointment. "Student government is something I enjoy and
[that] means a lot to me," Deckert said. "Keeping everyone involved together makes me feel
like a part of something greater
than myself." Whitfield added,
"1 like people, and I figured this
is one way I could serve them,
especially since Colby is big on
community service. It 's a great
opportunity to be at the forefront
of helping to make decisions
and institute actual change."
Whitfield hails from Helena, Ark. and first found out
about the College because the
principal , cross country coach
and physics teacher at his
high school were all alumni.
"When I visited last year, everyone was really welcoming

and friendly—it was pivotal
to my decision ," he said. In
high school , W h i t f i e l d ran
track and cross country, was
on the basketball and soccer
teams and was a school ambassador, acting as a representative for his hi gh school and
giving school tours.
The College 's friendl y student body and "awesome"
food drew Deckert , of Mansfield , Mass., to the Hill. Deckert served on his high school's
student council , ran track and
co-founded a campaign called
"By Students for Students"
that educated middle school
children on the importance of
education and the consequences of dropp ing out. As for
academics, both Deckert and
Whitfield are undecided as to
their majors. Deckert is leaning toward government, and
currently Whitfield claims that
he's "a jack of all trades."
Already full of ideas for new
initiatives , Deckert and Whitfield have set some goals for
their presidency. "One goal
is definitely to help develop
the class ' identity," Deckert
said. Others include intensifying school spirit and unity,
embracing community and increasing cultural awareness.

during his time as school president. Johnson is the embodiment
of what Johnson Day represents:
giving back to the place from
which he and so
many others have
benefitted."
Last year, 100
students participated in Johnson Day.
"It was just really
exciting to see Colby students next to
PPD staff," CVC
Director
Dana
Roberts '12 said.
When the event
took place on April
1, PPD staff had
already been on
campus shoveling
snow since before
dawn. "Some of
them even stayed
past their shift to
keep hanging out wiUi the kids,"
she said, explaining that the event
serves to forge connections among

members of the College community. "One of our biggest goals this
year is collaboration and building
communities, and that doesn't just
mean the Waterville community.
For us that means
bridging the student body and the
faculty, bridging
students to PPD
staff."
Johnson Day
encourages students to appreciate the effort
PPD
workers
invest
in
the
College community. "It 's a lot
of work to keep
this place looking nice," Roberts said. "[PPD
workers] care so
much about making this place
a beautiful place."
Working in groups that con-

Johnson Day
encourages
students to
appreciate
the effort PPD
workers
invest in
the College
community.

sist of one PPD staff member
and about 10 students, Johnson
Day volunteers will complete
a number of projects, some of
which the CVC had originally
planned for last spring 's event
before the inclement weather
hit. Activities will include
raking leaves, planting tulips ,
painting benches and beautifying bench areas around campus and more, Roberts said.
Students and their PPD leaders
will then eat lunch together and
have the opportunity to attend
the home football game.
Roberts hopes that in addition
to beautifying campus, students
will "leave having a better sense
of who PPD really is and what
their goals are, and how students can reflect upon their actions on campus and how they
affect other people 's lives and
affect our community."
She believes participating in
See JOHNSON, Page 2
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Roommates Whitfield and Decker! are the Class of 2015 presidents.
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Schwartz considers Osborne inspiration
on the College 's website devoted to activism and social
justice on the Hill , Osborne 's
father had worked as the
College 's first janitor. When
he passed away, Osborne , a
former slave , left his job at
the Maine Central Railroad
to come to the Hill. An Echo
article from 1932 notes that
Osborne "was beloved by
every student who passed
throug h the college " during
those years . Described in the
article as "a true Colby man ,"
Osborne "always prided himself in his office," and he became close with the students
at the College. "His memory
was wonderful ," the article
stated. "He is said never to
have forgotten a face. Once
he even recognized the step
of a graduate whom he had
not seen for many years, and
he called out the name before
the door opened. "
Schwartz learned about
Osborne while exploring the
Miller Library stacks during
his sophomore year on the

By SARAH LYON
NEWS EDITOR
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Samuel Osborne worked as a janitor at the College from 1867 to 1903

When Richard Schwartz
' 11 decided to reinstate
Johnson Day on the Hill , he
wanted to commemorate the
individuals who have devoted their time and effort to
improving the College community over the years.
"1 thought that Johnson Day
was a good idea the first time I
read about it ," said Schwartz ,
a former assistant director of
the Colby Volunteer Center
(CVC). "It took Johnson Day
happening last spring for me
to realize that it was a great
idea. Tied up in this was an
interest in honoring [former
College President Franklin]
Johnson and [former Janitor
Samuel] Osborne. "
Osborne , who the College
c o m m u n i t y knew as "Janitor Sam ," worked at the
College 's former downtown
campus from 1867 to 1903.
As noted in a special page

Hill. "Immediately I drew
the connection between Janitor Sam 's honest and genuine interest in looking after
Colby students to my own
relationship with my janitor , Robert , during my freshman year living in [Treworgy
Residence Hall], " Schwartz
said. "Like Sam , Robert was
never too busy to strike up a
conversation with me desp ite
all the work he had....Relationships with our janitors ,
like relationshi ps with our
professors , push us to think
and grow, but they do so in a
very different way."
Schwartz explained that
while students are often
aware of the former College presidents ' accomplishments , other individuals also
greatly contributed to the
College. "Someone like Sam
Osborne is a little different , and that 's why I like his
story," Schwartz said. "It 's
those members of the community—students, staff and
faculty—who make Colby

better through their dedication, passion and disinterest
in asking for recognition or
notoriety who stand out most
to me."
As explained on the website devoted to activism and
social justice on the Hill ,
"Sam earned his popularity through his own generosity and selflessness." He
and his wife "hosted Colby
students for Thanksgiving
dinners , interceded on their
behalf with faculty and administrators and tirelessly
endured their pranks and assaults on his intelligence. "
Johnson Day is a time to
"say thank you to those folks
we know and to form new relationships with those members of our community that
take such good care of us ,"
Schwartz said. He hopes that
Johnson Day will prompt the
College community to "recognize the modern Janitor
Sam [and] the Physical Plant
staff and remind them how
much they mean to us."

Event brings togetherstudents, PPD
From JOHNSON Page 1

Johnson Day may even discourage students from committing ;
dorm damage on campus. "If
you can have kids respect PPL'
during the day, you can have•
them respect PPD at night ,'

Roberts said.
It is likely that from now on,
Johnson Day will take place in
the fall rather than the spring,
given that the April event occurred close to Colby Cares
Day. Roberts said. The CVC
staff encourages students who

are interested in participating
in Johnson Day to complete
the online sign up sheet , available on the CVC website, www.
colby.edu/cvc. "Colby really
stepped up to the plate last year,
and that 's what I hope they do
this year," Roberts said.
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Students braved the inclement weather to participate in Johnson Day last April. The event will return Oct. 15.

First-yearsshare class initiatives
From PRESIDENTS. Page 1

"As class president , I'd like to
help increase cultural competency by making people more
aware of different cultures ,"
Whitfield said. Along with the
two class dinners, Deckert and
Whitfield hope to put on an
Eco-Fair, which would spread
knowledge on how to live a
greener life.
Aside from their involve-

ment in SGA , Deckert and
Whitfield are active in a number
of other campus groups. Deckert is a member of the Track &
Field team and hopes to become
involved with the Colby Democrats , the Salsa Club , Students
for Education Reform (SFER)
and the Goldfarb Center Student Advisory Board . Whitfield
is a member of Students Organized for Black and Hispanic
Unity (SOBHU), Gentlemen of

Quality, the Hip-Hop Alliance,
Campus Conversations on Race
(CCOR) and fPlay Soccer.
The presidents encourage
their classmates to reach out.
"Everyone in the class should
feel they can approach us at
any time , whether it be with
questions , ideas or concerns ,"
Deckert said. "We 'll be working on communication as a
major platform. Help us be
better; we 're here for you. "
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Richard Schwartz
'II (ton rieht) snake befor e a crowd of student volunteers on Johnson Day last.April

NESCAC holds 24
gameson YomKippur

lar culture," Koufax 's decision
By CHARLOTTEWIESENBERG caused the nation to reconsider
NEWS STAFF
the conflict between social pressures and personal beliefs.
At least 24 New England Small
According to NESCAC ExCollege Athletic Conference (NE- ecutive Director Andrea Savage,
SCAC) sporting events will take "NESCAC games are scheduled
place on Oct. 8, even though that every weekend in the fall. For
Saturday is also Yom Kippur, the cases of Yom Kippur, the instituJewish Day of Atonement.
tion hosting the event has the opNESCAC football, men's and tion to push the event to Sunday.
women's soccer, field hockey and Some institutions have taken advolleyball teams are scheduled vantage of this and moved events
to play games that day, leaving when they fall on Yom Kippur."
Jewish athletes to decide whether However, the games that the
they will participate in the events. College's teams are scheduled to
In 1965 , Major League Base- play in on Saturday are all awayball player Sandy Koufax made games, so the College had no say
national headlines when he de- in whether the events would be
cided not to pitch in the World moved to Sunday.
Series because the game fell on
If the event is not moved, "it
Yom Kippur. Although Koufax is important that students underwas not a particularly religious stand they need not participate
Jew, he saw it as his responsibil- and will not be penalized for
ity to observe the most impor- missing a game for religious obtant Jewish holiday of the year. servance," Savage added.
As stated in an article on the Pop
Vice President for Academic
History Dig, a wsbsite devoted Affairs and Dean of Faculty Lori
A
to collecting stories that probe Kletzer worries that although a
the history and power of popu- coach cannot compel an athlete

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

to play, athletes may be concerned that not playing in a game
due to a religious holiday will
have an adverse effect on the
amount playtime they will get
throughout the rest of the season.
Kletzer noted that the College
does not move classes due to high
holidays "because not attending
class [for religious observance]
should not and most likely does
not, have any coercive implications," she said.
One Jewish athlete, who wished
to remain anonymous, does not
plan to sit out of his game on Yom
Kippur. "My teammates would
never let me live it down," he said.
Kletzer believes that Yom
Kippur falls on a Saturday again
during the 2012-2013 academic
year. However, the College is
scheduled to host the events at
home and will therefore have the
ability to reschedule the events
of that day. "We are interested in
holding contests on Sunday next
year," Kletzer said, explaining
that most games must take place
on weekends.

College sends15 grads toTFA Perea teaching
after visa delays
By TYLER HARLEY
NEWS STAFF

Over the summer, the nonprofit educational organization
Teach For America (TFA) recognized the College as a top contributor to its program for the
second year in a row. Surpassing
last year's ninth p lace ranking,
the College ties at eighth among
the nation's small schools with
less than 3,000 students.
Fifteen students from the class
of 2011 are currently participating
in TFA, following a trend of significant student involvement on
the Hill that dates back to 2008,
when TFA accepted eight students.
Founded in 1989 by a Princeton
senior in the hopes of solving the
educational gap in the U.S., TFA
recruits college graduates, as well
as graduate students, for a two-year
teaching program that focuses on
schools with significantly poor student performance. New England
Regional Director Abbey Hutchins
said, "Its mission is to look for peo-

ple with phenomena] success and
organization capabilities and teach
them to be educational leaders."
Teach For America has a fairly
rigorous application process. It
begins with an online application
with a rolling deadline. The application consists of a one-page
resume, and the applicant must
also complete a personal .statement explaining his or her interest in TFA.Applicants whom TFA
accepts after this round must then
complete a phone interview with
recruiters. The final stage is an
in-person interview at a TFA site.
The entire process takes about a
semester to complete. "In 2011
nearly 14 percent of Colby 's graduating seniors applied to Teach
For America," as stated in a press
release on the College website.
Additionally, "throughout Teach
For America's 20-year history,
more than 120 Colby alumni have
taught as corps members."
Jess Acosta '11 is one of the
15 seniors from the Hill participating in TFA. Recruited as a

junior, Acosta said that she was
motivated to join due to her own
experiences at the College. "I had
no intention of getting into education," Acosta said, "but seeing
how my teachers believed in me
and were so invested in me, I decided I had a sort of obligation
to give back somehow." Acosta,
who now teaches third grade in
New Rhodes, La., went through
specialized education training in
August. She took courses through
TFA that specifically dealt with
educating elementary school
students, such as a course solely
designed to learn to teach literacy. "The academic ability in
some of these kids is so low," she
said. "I'm teaching kids who are
eight to 11 years old, and they're
reading at a kindergarten level.
They've never really had any sort
of solid education before."
The education situation is not
as bleak as it seems, however, and
that's in part due to TFA. Over the
past 10 years that TFA teachers
have been working in New Or-

leans, there has been a 23 percent
increase in eighth grade standardized test proficiency. Hutchins
attributes the success of the organization to the devotion of its
members. "There really is no magic way to fix these problems," she
said. "What it comes down to is
just a lot of dedication and focus,
and that 's what the leaders of TFA
strive for."
Hutchins believes that there are
certain factors that have placed the
College so high up in TFA's rankings these past few years. "A lot
of the courses offered at Colby involve social justice in some form,"
she said. "Students are taught
through a lens that inspires a sense
of responsibility and obligation to
give back what they have been so
fortunately given." She also believes that word of mouth stimulates more student involvement.
"Colby is a small school," she
said. "The more people who join
it, the more people know about it.
It 's great for growing small programs like this."

NPR s Nelsonto earn Lovejoy

Reporter braved
f rontlines of
Ara b Spring

Maisel said.
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-^~~~~
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of the opening of
the Kabul Bureau
years, she shared
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1997 Pulitzer Prize
made [from Libya]
for Breaking News
were telling to evReporting for coverybody [on the
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and
erage of the crash
the quality of her
of TWA Flight 800
and its aftermath.
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the way in which it
selection
comgets out of her were
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very persuasive [in
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20-30
the
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Qaddafi. As a forfor more recent
work in electronic media, was a eign correspondent in the Middle
new nomination.
East, "she was basically there
The values considered when alone, she was doing her own

By LAUREN FIORELLI
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

This year, the College will
present the Elijah Parish Lovejoy
award for courageous journalism
to National Public Radio (NPR)
journalist Soraya Sarhaddi Nelson. Nelson has worked as a foreign correspondent for NPR since
2006 when she opened the NPR
Kabul Bureau in Afghanistan.
The selection committee for
the award made the decision this
year to open it up to non-print
journalists, greatly expanding
the nomination possibilities.
This is a decision the committee has been considering for the
past three to four years, noted
William R. Kenan Jr. Professor
of Government Sandy Maisel,
the director of the Goldfarb
Center for Public Affairs and
Civic Engagement.
"I think the electronic and digital media have expanded so much
in recent years that you are losing
a lot of the people who are doing
the kind of journalism for which
the Lovejoy award was intended,"

Nelson
shared with
her team
the 1997
Pulitzer Prize
for Breaking
News
Reporting for
coverage of
the crash of
TWA Flight
800 and its
aftermath.
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Note: This article was originally run in the Sept. 28 issue
of the Echo. It is reprinted here
with corrections. Please see
page 8 for a retraction of the
errors in the previous version
of the article.
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NPR former correspondent Soraya Sarhaddi Nelson will speak on the Hill on Sunday, Oct. 16
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Colby Back-to-School Spe cials
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Professor Saul Sandoval
Perea , visiting instructor to
the Government Department ,
taught his first class the week
of Sept. 25 , after experiencing delays in changing his
student visa to a work-eligible visa. The change has now
been approved.
Perea , who is teaching two
courses this semester, had to
enlist the help of his colleagues
in the department to substituteinstruct classes during these
first few weeks. He is unsure
of the logistics with his visa
delays , but maintained a positive attitude when it came to
the situation. "I would say that
the workload the U.S. immigration offices handle is very
high and sometimes it may take
more time than anticipated to
get cases adjudicated ," he said.
"I found that I needed to be
patient with regard to my case
when the beginning of the semester was approaching and my
case was still pending. " Perea
added , "My colleagues and the
administration have been very
supportive and helpful. "
In an effort to keep up with the
syllabi , Harriet S. Wiswell and
George C. Wiswell Jr. Associate Professor of American Constitutional Law Joseph Reisert,
Associate Professor of Govern-
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ment Walter Hatch and Associate
Professor of History and Latin
American Studies Ben Fallaw
have rotated teaching Perea 's
courses. Perea said they have
"set the bar very high in terms of
teaching quality."
Students said they were looking forward to finally meeting
their professor, who has in fact
been on campus since August.
Sarah Trankle '12 is enrolled in
Perea 's Latin American Politics
course. She said, "I'm really
happy to hear that he will [be
teaching now] because the other professors on campus aren 't
as knowledgeable about Latin
American politics...we can finally get specific details regarding
assignments...plus, I' m excited
to settle in and move past the
merry-go-round of professors."
Perea began teaching last
week. "I do not anticipate a
big or adverse impact on the
normal course of the classes ,"
Perea said. "We need to keep
moving forward and always try
our best."
Perea is still a student at the
Claremont Graduate University
in California, where he is finishing up his Ph.D dissertation.
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work and doing her own reporting," Maisel said. The committee
found her bravery and self-reliance impressive.
Nelson will receive the Lovejoy
award and an honorary doctorate
from the College at a formal convocation, open to the public, on Sunday, Oct. 16, at 5:30 p.m. in Lorimer
Chapel. She will also speak in a
panel discussion, "Reflections on
the Arab Spring," that same day at 4
p.m. in the Ostrove Auditorium.

By ALEX MURKY
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Independent proj ects offer students options

Students design their own classes in
order to pursue individual interests
By COURTNEY YEAGER
CO-EDITOR IN-CHIEF

While the College offers a
wide selection of course options
in various subjects, some students
remain dissatisfied by the range
and choice of classes. As a result,
main students appeal to the Registrar 's Office to pursue independent stud\ projects for credit
In the past leu years , the number of independent projects undertaken b> students lias increased
steadily Director of Institutional
Research William P. Wilson.
Ph.D.. reported that °S students
completed independent projects
in 200 t> and 100
students in 2010.
Tins semester , the
Registrar 's Office
has seen a dramatic increase in
students " interest
in
independent
w ork
To date ,
approximatel y
150 students are
scheduled to conduct independent
projects , according to Associate
Registrar Valerie
Lena
Sirois. "Roughly
67 percent are seniors J and] 25 percent arc juniors .
Wilson added.
As part of the application process, students must find a faculty
member to sponsor their project , and this supervisor acts as a
mentor with whom students can
collaborate as needed. "Projects
ordinarily involve the preparation of an extensive paper ot
other suitable indication of the
student 's independent research or
artistic efforts ," Sirois said.
Most students ' project ideas
stem from passions in their own
lives that they w ould like to investigate further. American studies
major Edwin Torres "12 wants to
spend time exploring his interest

in filmmaking before he graduates this spring. When he realized
that the College lacked a handson experience course he wanted
lo take, he approached Professor
of I nglish Phyllis Mannocchi—
who also brings students enrolled
in the "American Independents:
Their Art and Production " JanPlan course to the Sundance Film
Festival each year—with an independent project idea.
"Since I' m finished with all of
my major classes," Torres said, "I
itLst thought, you know what? I' m
going to make a movie." Torres
described the film , which he has
entitled A HigherEiiucation, as a
shon, silent 10 to
12 minute drama
with music. "It 's a
coming of age story of a young boy 's
experience
with
differences of environment from the
South Broax to his
transition to a college environment."
he explained.
Torres has alread y written and
scheduled
the
Frostestad filming of his short
film, and MannocClass Of 2012
chi has been an
integral part of
this process. In
addition to recommending books
and lending equipment to Torres,
he also credited her with guiding
the perspective and storytelling aspects of his project. "She's given
me a realistic outlook about w hat
the audience is going to see and
tells me how I should tailor my
film to have a good universal feel,"
Torres said.
Mannocchi , who has motivated
Torres to ensure that all aspects of
his film are "en pointe," also encouraged him to enter his final
product into various film festivals. If possible, he plans to begin
networking at Sundance when he
takes Mannocchi's JanPlan class.

It allows a
student to get
to know their
professor on
a more
personal level
and vice-versa.

''

COURTESY OF LENA FROSTESTAD

Senior LenaFrostestad
spent a semester as an assistant costume designer.
This independent study is the
first major filmmaking project
that Torres will complete, and
he hopes to use the skills he has
gained in the future. Although he
has secured a full-time job with
Travelers , he wonders if this project will encourage him to eventually apply to film school.
While Torres collaborated with
a professor outside of his American studies major, most students
undertake independent projects
within their major. Stephanie
LaRose ' 12 completed two separate independent projects last year
in the Psychology Department.
Her primary project qualified for
three credit hours, and the second
was a less time-intensive volunteer opportunity for which she
received one credit.
In her three-credit project,
LaRose worked with Assistant
Professors of Psychology Jennifer Coane and Erin Sheets to conduct experiments "evaluating the
organization of memory as people
plan for the future. "I had people
come into the lab and either think

about a scenario [while] planning
for the future or think about a specific event in the past," LaRose
explained. Then she tested her
subjects on how many words they
remembered across trials.
Her one-credit project gave
her a completely different experience. LaRose collaborated
loosely with her faculty advisor
Tarja Raag, associate professor
of psychology, as she volunteered
with children at Hope 's Place for
Grieving Children in Waterville.
"Tarja suggested that I do it for
credit and turn in a paper to her,"
LaRose said. "She offered free
reign, and every once in a while, I
would update her."
LaRose opted for a much closer partnership in her work with
Coane. "I basically lived with
her, I saw her so much," she said.
They met once a week to come up
with the experiment 's design, but
she also frequented Coane's office to meet with her informally.
LaRose's psychology professors really encouraged her to
conduct these projects. "I had
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Frostestad sketched this before creating the costume for the production.
thought about independent studies a couple of times, but they
never really took shape until the
professors taught me about it and
made it sound like something I
was capable of doing," LaRose
said. She plans to use these independent projects to help her get
into graduate school for clinical
psychology. "I can show them
that I've done the research, and I
know how it works."
There are other students who
consider their independent study
projects a necessity rather than
an option As a student who has
crafted her own independent major of medieval and renaissance
studies, Lena Frostestad '12 had
to be creative when creating her
major 's course load. "Sometimes
there are certain classes you want
to take, but they are not offered
when you can take them. An independent study is a good solution,"
she said.
During the fall of her sophomore year, Frostestad took on a
two-credit project with the Theater and Dance Department 's

JanPlan production of Next! A
Cabaret for the Front Lines. Head
costume designer Cecilia CancelIan Ml took Frostestad on as an
assistant costume designer.
Adjunct Associate Professoi
of Theater and Dance Jim Thurston served as her advisor, and
Frostestad appreciated their oneon-one time. "It allows a student
to get to know their professor on
a more personal level and viceversa. You learn so much more,
and it's a great way to express
your ideas, while simultaneously
attaining a better grasp of your
professor's perspective."
Independent study projects
come in various forms, and the
Registrar's Office is open to students * ideas. "One of the best
things about Colby is that the
classes are so small, and you
get much more personal attention from the professor than you
would at a huge university,"
Frostestad said. "An independent
study project is the embodiment
of all the benefits of a small liberal arts college."

WHO'S WHO: HILLARY SAPANSKI '13

Junior strives to make a global impact

COURTESY OF HILLARY SAPANSK

Junior Hillary Sapanski dedicates her time to a variety oj organization aimed at assisting those in need worldwide.
By DASH WASSERMAN
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

From behind a table in Pulver
Pavilion, Hillary Sapanski '13 of
New Canaan. Conn, has slowly
w orked toward building a better
world , both on and off the Hill.
"1 feel like I' ve always wanted
to give back (to the community!
because I've been \ery lucky
growing up." she said. "I wished
1 could do something—I w ished
there was a way I could help out. "
Most days of the week, people
passing through Cotter Union find
Sapanski I itting patiently behind a
table campaigning for some cause,
but the reality is that she can hardly help but think about the immediacy of the social issues she advocates for during these pockets of
time betw een classes. "I just don 't

know how far I can go—I don 't
know how to help everyone, and
it 's freaking me out," she said.
Sapanski's latest table campaign is selling "Mission Somalia " bracelets to help raise funds
for those suffering from the famine in Somalia, a disaster that has
already killed millions of people.
"Natural disasters put a lot of innocent people in bad situations ,
and a lot of things that come up
are out of people 's control," she
said. "It 's just hard knowing that
I ' m here at Colby and then thinking about what people are going
thiough in places like Somalia."
This isn't Sapanski's tirst time
reaching out to students on the
I fill to help. After the March
2011 earthquake off of the Pacific coast of Japan, Sapanski immediately organized the "Colby

Loves Japan" campaign with Taro
Funabashi ' 12 and Kimiko Kossler
'12, which sent over SI0 .000 to
the Japanese Red Cross Society. "I
had family in Hawaii at the time.
I was worried about the tsunami,
and I knew a lot of people were
connected to Japan. I just felt like
I had to do something; I couldn 't
just sit there."
Sapanski's good works began
when she came to the Hill in the
fall of 2009 and heard about a
program with the Colby Volunteer Center (CVC). "It started
when a friend told me about
c\cning meals in Waterville ,"
she said. Twice a week Sapanski
and other students make and distribute dinners at the Unitarian
Universalist Church on Silver
Street. "It 's a raw experience
with kind of mixed emotions ."

she said. "You hear people 's stories, and I feel like I' ve become
more aware of what 's going on
in Waterville. There 's so much
we all can do, and everyone deserves to be happy. I feel like I
recognize more people and try
to make them smile."
Since her first semester on the
Hill , Sapanski, a global studies
major with a minor in education,
has been actively involved in almost every civic engagement opportunity she can find. She began
mentoring through Colby Cares
About Kids (CCAK) her sophomore year in addition to becoming
an EcoRep with EnviroCo, and,
most recently, she helped start a
"pen pat" Skype group with students at the Escuela Marina Orth
in Medellin , Colombia. Sapanski
was inspired to take part in this
project when Maureen Orth, an
Elijah Parish Lovejoy Journalist
in Residence , spoke of her experience during the Peace Corps.
In addition to juggling a full
schedule during the school year,
Sapanski also took her passion
with her this past summer. Sapanski interned with the Face-to-Face
AIDS Project (F2F), a Brooklynbased organization that works to
overcome HIV and poverty in
Malawi by empowering vulnerable individuals and their communities to work towards sustainable
change. This coming JanPlan,
Sapanski expects to travel to Ma*
lawi and work with the people on
the ground.
"I don 't want to go with the
mindset that I'm volunteering- I
want to go there with the mindset
of getting to know them as people—learning about their culture
and situations, and how wonderful
they are," Sapanski said. "I hope

this experience will help me better
understand what it is I'm doing."
Sapanski expects to work
with Malawian youth groups
and to speak with young adults
who will go into their communities and teach skills and issues
relevant to the community. "I
know I can 't change millions of
lives, but there's definitel y the
satisfaction of helping individual people. Like with LuziCare,
we're sending $2,000 a year,

I know I can't
change mifltons
of lives, but
there's definitely
the satisfaction
of helping
individual
people.
Hillary Sapanski

Class of 2013

but that will help sustain a community of 25 villages. It makes
a huge impact. I can 't wait to
meet them finally. It may only
be a hundred people, but it still
makes a difference."
When asked about her impact,
Sapanski is humble: "What does
it mean to make a better world? I
don't want to impose my beliefs
on the rest of the world. It 's about
people developing a sustainable
way in their own culture. It's so
difficult. We can do it, but it takes
a lot of encouragement, pushing

and not giving up.*'
After her time in Malawi, Sapanski will study abroad in the
spring in Santiago, Chile with a
School for International Training
program focusing on comparative
education and social change. There
she hopes to improve her Spanish
and revisit the continent she fell in
love with while volunteering two
summers ago in Peru. "Eventually
I want to become a teacher, but first
I'd like to work toward education
reform and community development and maybe get a job teaching
after I help with fixing the system.
Everyone deserves the right to a
good education."
One of Sapanski's fondest
memories during her time at
Colby so far is, not surprisingly,
off the Hill when she did a JanPlan teaching science and dance
at the Gandhi Ashram School in
Kalimpong, India. "It was one of
the best experiences of my life,
but when we were in India, I was
questioning everything I had ever
done," she said. One of the things
she valued most was the exposure
to the socio-economic questions
and diverse cultures in Kalimpong. "My favorite thing was going home to villages and meeting
students' families. It was great
to play with them, to laugh with
them, to dance with them. I feel
like they have a lot of potential. I
miss it every day.
"I have an addiction to traveling. I love my home and my family, but I just feel like there's so
much in this world that I just need
to see and experience. I want to
understand where people come
from ," Sapanski said. "Helping
people is a passion I have, and it 's
something I want to do for the rest
of my life."

Spa reworks menu,
continues to attract
students and staff
decreased the time students
spend choosing at the counter
and allows orders to be processed quicker. "The variety
The Joseph Family Spa, infor- of items was really bogging us
mally known as "the Spa," be- down ," Sugden said. "Now we
came a favorite student hang out have more time to focus on the
when it moved from Roberts to presentation and quality of the
the more centrally located Cot- food. The whole staff is really
ter Union four years ago. This invested in it."
semester, students returned to
Quality and efficiency were
the Hill to find the Spa 's classic also the main concerns that inmenu revamped for the first time. spired the change in the board
"It was a total labor of love," plan option (students can
Becky Sugden, head chef and the choose to eat one meal a week
lead laborer in the creative pro- at the Spa as part of their meal
cess of the Spa's new menu , said. plan). Instead of offering a dif"We were looking for ways to ferent board p lan option every
go above and beyond, and offer day, the Spa now serves the
quicker service and higher qual- same board plan meal all week
long, switching only at the start
ity food."
The summer was spent brain- of the new "Board Plan week"
storming, tasting and proposing on Friday mornings.
"There was too much prep
new ideas to the executive Dining Services board. The menu work and additional labor for our
now includes four brand new cooks involved in offering difitems: the Hillside Twist, the ferent Board Plan options every
Quad, the Blue Light Panini and day," Hartley said. "It was also
the Campus Life Flatbread Pizza. very costly to be carrying such a
"The naming process was def- variety of food items."
"The Spa is really becominitely fun," Sugden said. "We
wanted to create ties to the com- ing more defined. By getting
munity in our name choices, and rid of excess choices , we can
reinforce the sense of ownership provide more efficient service
that the students and faculty feel and higher quality food," Sugfor the Spa. It was also a personal den said. Ciabatta bread , for
thing for me since I grew up in example , has now replaced the
Waterville and my sister gradu- three different types of lower
ated from Colby in 1994. I spent quality bread that were previously featured on
a lot of time with
the menu.
her up in Hillside ,
sn that 's where
"We're
definitely more cutting
the inspiration for
edge now than we
the Hillside Twist
have been previcame from. "
ously, and we're
The new menu
really excited about
has fewer fixed
it" Sugden added.
items but offers
The Spa is not
more possibilities
the only ' Cotter
to personalize your
Union destination
order: the "Spathat
underwent
stackers" can be
changes this seadded to the "Your
mester. The Take
Way Burger" or
Four
program
"Your Way Chicken Sandwich," and
Becky Sugden in the Caporale
Lounge was finethe
quesadillas
Soa Head Chef
tuned over the
come in five differsummer and now
ent varieties.
One of the main
offers
made-togoals was to streamline the menu order salads , wraps and sandand remove items that were not wiches that can be personalized
selling well. "Since we're in- in a variety of ways for students
credibly limited space-wise, we looking to grab lunch on the go.
"There was some concern earwanted to get rid of items like
the calzones and the chili fries ly on that the line would be slowthat required stocking ingredi- er, but as the employees have
ents that were only useful for one gotten used to the new system,
dish ," David Hartley, Spa retail wait time is improving, " Firouz
Khaksar, director of dining sermanager, said.
Popular items such as the vices said.
"Skitwitch"
"Most students have said they
"Sugarloaf "and the
sandwiches were taken off the really enjoy getting to pick what
fixed menu but will be making they want," Olivia Reed, a Capoappearances as specials on a ro- rale Lounge staff member, said.
tational basis for limited periods "I used to make 100 peanut butof time. "We're continuing to of- ter and jelly sandwiches a day, but
fer these favorites because these now I only make 15 or 16. People
sandwiches have been around foi love the new options, so feedback
a long time, and it 's really impor- so far has been very positive."
The Dining Services staff is
tant to us to keep those traditions
alive," Sugden said. The specials encouraging students to fill out
rotation will be posted on the comment cards in order to evalColby Dining Services Facebook uate the success of the changes
page to keep students updated on in the Spa and the Caporale
what 's being offered and to en- Lounge. "We 're reall y interestsure that they don 't miss out on ed in student feeback so that we
can understand where we can
their favorites.
Dining Services staff has tweak the menu in the future. "
found that limiting options has Hartley said.
By ESTHER KING

Becky Newman *13
Near, far, wherever you are,
you'll believe that your heart will
go on after catching a glimpse of
the dazzling Becky Newman *13.
No, you're not dreaming, this
tawny lioness is living proof that
at last, your love has come along.
A descendent of Helen of Troy,
Becky has decided to use her
powers of beauty, syle and grace
for good. Her dedication to her
economics major is commendable, given that the value of the
gifts from her suitors could pay
off the national debt.
Becky hails from none other
than the Dirty Jerz (which, for
the record, is only dirty because
she left). She prides herself in her
roots and fights fiercely for those
she loves (lucky ducks). Speaking
of fighting fiercely, this past weekend Becky went skeet shooting for
the first time and was a natural!
Trying new things doesn't faze
Becky and neither does leadership. This year she was the COOT
co-coordinator, which allowed her

to display her responsible and creative prowess in a way that jwnefitted the masses.
Because I imagine you're already intimidated by Becky's innumerable qualities, here are some
tips on how to impress this desert
flower. When on a date, be sure that
there's an abundance of her favorite
footl—Frank's Hot Sauce. Spicy!
Then take her dancing, but make
sure you polish your best dance
moves because her ex-boyfriend
is Justin Timberlake. Rumor has it
that if you choreograph an entire
dance to "We Found Love" by Rihanna, you'll have a better chance
of winning her favor.
Becky was the girl in middle
school who always got asked to
dance when "A Moment Like
This" came on the stereo, and she
was always picked first in kickball.
And, for the record, she was too
good looking for Bowdoin. I hope
her heart has some vacancy because we want to know what love
is, and we want Becky to show us.
— Written by MichaelaPembroke

Becky is a junior with a passion for Frank s Hot Sauce and sweet kicks.

Lester Batiste ' 13
They say all women have
cravings for chocolate, and junior Lester Batiste has plenty to
go around. He is a hunky 6*2"
and 235 pounds of dark meat.
And sorry to all of the vegans
out there, but Meatless Mondays
don't apply when he eats in Dana.
Known in the Twitter world as
(SjLboogzzzz, and "The Doc"
among some associates, Lester
is a warm-hearted English major
whose bark is worse than his bite.
If any girl on the Hill can
deal with his thunderous voice
that is often heard yelling profanities across the campus, he
will also woo her by whispering
sweet nothings into her ear on a
Saturday night. Examples of his
infamous pick up lines include:
"Do you have a band-aid? Because I scraped my knee falling
for you" or the classic, "Do you
have any raisins? No? How about
a date?" And don 't forget his favorite, built around school pride:
"I have one thing in common with

Colby's mascot the mule—we're
both sterile."
If you were wondering about
things that would steal this young
man's heart, I will gladly provide
you with a list of helpful hints:
Lester 's perfect woman:
Somewhere between the height
range of 4'9" and 6'3". She is capable of holding a conversation
longer than the average household mop. She doesn 't spell color
"colour" (no British please!). She
preferably has all of her appendages and most of her teeth. Most
importantly, she is loving and
willing to give Lester his teddy
bear love in return.
His perfect date: An English
major and hip-hop lyricist, Lester would take you out and spit a
couple of rhymes for you while
you rubbed his smooth skin with
baby oil.
His perfect gift: Anything
but a sweater because his exgirlfriend wore cardigans and
was a scratcher.
— Written by Spencer Gopaul
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Lester is a force on the football field and is ready to win your heart
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The Joseph Family Spa continues to be one oj the most popular p laces on
campus following the new menu changes imp lemented over the summer

Cancun charged with hiring illegal aliens
know Hector are upset over the
arrest and hope that everything
will work out for him. "I have
no knowledge of Hector having employed any illegal aliens
ever," Fortier said in the same
Morning Sentinel interview.
"He 's a very good neighbor, a
good businessperson and he's
done a lot for downtown. I support Hector 100 percent , and a
lot of people do."
Cancun was
recently
honored as a nominee for the 2011
Downtown
Business of the
Year award , but
it ultimatel y lost
the title to Joseph's Market.
Hector Fuentes
also made contributions
to
the campai gn of
former Waterville mayor and '
now Governor
Paul LePage, including a $750
personal donation.
Cancun
donated
$200
to the campaign
to win the Republican primary
in June 2010 and $550 for the
general election in November.
Despite
the
allegations
against the owner, Cancun has
for now re-opened its doors ,
which were covered with notes
from supporters during the
days of Cancun 's closing, who
hoped that the owner and other
employees would be able to
make it through this setback.

surance agent with offices next to
Cancun, said in an interview with
the Morning Sentinel, "I thought
it was an over-the-top display of
authority. They were disrespectful , they were rude. It was not
a violent individual they were
going after. There was way too
much testosterone."
' The charges were brought
about after several of the alleged
illegal aliens came forward and
spoke with law
enforcement officials.
They
claim to have arrived in Maine
and temporarily
lived rent-free in
the basement of
Fajita Grill in
Westbrook, which
is
owned
by
Guillermo Fuentes. Workers said
that they slept on
cardboard
and
blankets and used
buckets of water
to bathe , according to a complaint
filed by Homeland Security.
The Fuentes
brothers are being charged with a Class C
felony that carries a punishment of up to 10 years in prison or a fine up to $250 ,000 ,
or both. Engag ing in a pattern
or practice of hiring unauthorized aliens for employment
carries a punishment of up to
six months in prison or a fine
of up to $3 ,000 for each unauthorized immigrant.
Citizens of Waterville who

[Fuentes]was
charged with
a conspiracy
to harbor illegal
aliens and
with engaging
in a pattern or
practice erf hiring
unauthorized
aliens.

CHRIS HOOEB/THE COLBY ECHO

Cancun Mexican Restaurant was closed for two days last September follo wing an investigation into a claim that the owner was hiring illegal immigrants.
By LINDSAY PUTNAM
FEATURES EDITOR

Cancun, a Mexican restaurant on Silver Street that is
known for its variety of delicious margaritas , is a favorite for students from the Hill
and Waterville residents alike.
Both parties were shocked to
find that the restaurant was
closed for two days this September , following an investi-

gation of a claim that it was
harboring illegal aliens.
On Wednesday, Sept. 21 ,
the owner of Cancun , Hector
Fuentes , 37 . of Waterville was
charged with conspiracy to harbor illegal aliens and with engaging in a pattern or practice
of hiring unauthorized aliens.
Fuentes ' brother , Guillermo , 35 ,
was arrested and charged with
the same crimes.
The Immigration and Cus-

toms Enforcement of Home- and willfull y conspired with one
land Security Investigations another and with other people to
division of the Department of. conceal , harbor and shield from
Homeland Security and the detention aliens who entered
U.S. Department of Labor is and stayed in the U.S. in violaconducting the investigation.
tion of the law.
According to the Morning
Federal officials raided CanSentinel, a criminal complaint cun on the Wednesday prior to
filed in U.S. Dislrict Court, Dis- the arrests. The raid was carried
trict of Maine, dated last Tues- out by dozens of armed agents
day, says that between 2006 and and shut down Silver Street for
2009 in Maine and elsewhere, several hours.
the Fuentes brothers knowingly
John Fortier, a State Farm In-

Fusion Buffet: decent
lo mein, better sushi
BY DAN SUNDERLAND
NEWS STAFF

Fusion Buffet, a new Asian
fusion restaurant in Skowhegan ,
features traditional
ChineseAmerican food alongside an exciting sushi buffet. 1 had the pleasure of eating at this establishment
with 11 other Colby students who
also enjoy Asian cuisine.
Fusion Buffet offers the usual
spread of Chinese-American
food, including such favorites
as crab rangoons and fried rice,
served buffet-style on steam
trays in one comer of the dining
room. The buffet food is fairly
standard for Chinese-American
fare, as the dishes were somewhat expected in both quality
and presentation and were not
especially outstanding.
The most notable part of the
restaurant is the sushi bar, where
diners can watch the chef prepare
their sushi at an open counter in
the dining room. Chef Jacky Tang
wears a traditional Japanese printed lop and bandana as he makes
everything by hand.
The restaurant offers a variety
of sushi and sashimi, including
classic rolls , salmon and tuna .

Pickled ginger, wasabi and soy
sauce are all available for diners *
individual preferences. In general , the sushi was incredibly fresh
with a good-quality taste.
In terms of the restaurant 's
atmosphere. Fusion
Buffet
makes excellent use of their
limited space by incorporating
their buffet area into the dining
room . This creates a separation
between the food-serving areas
without compromising the aesthetics of the room. The decor is
typical for a Chinese restaurant ,
with large lit Asian landscapes
on the wall and gold accents
around the room.
The staff, while busy, was always courteous and prompt in
Serving diners , and the restaurant as a whole was very clean
and well-kept. The food in the
buffet was replaced at regular
intervals to ensure freshness ,
though this was hardly necessary in our time there , as diners
were eager to order dishes not
long after they came out. This
was especially true at the sushi
bar, where Tang's newr creations
were snapped up as he completed them.

The price of the buffet with a
beverage was very reasonable and
matched the quality of the food :
and service. The lunch and dinner
buffets (not including drinks) cost
$6.99 and $9.99, respectively, for
adults, while children and seniors
received even lower rates.
Our group enjoyed our experience at Fusion Buffet , but
we agreed on one major inconvenience: the restaurant 's distance from campus. While located on Madison Avenue, near
the center of Skowhegan , this is
still a long trip for students. By
car it takes approximately 25
minutes to get to Skowhegan
from the Hill.
For many students, especially
those without vehicles of their
own, this is too long of a drive to
be a regular dinner destination,
especially considering the number of Asian restaurants closer to
home, in Waterville.
While it may not be close
enough to become a student favorite, I would give Fusion Buffet a grade of "B" in terms of
their offerings, service and atmosphere, and it is certainly worth
checking out.
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NEW MAINE LAW BANS TEXTING WHILE DRIVING
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CHRIS HODER/THE COLBY ECHO

On September 2H . Maine joined 33 other states with laws against texting while driving and instituted a
statewide ban of this dangerousform of distracted driving Under the new law, those caug ht texting at
ili,- »¦/».'.'/ uiitt f nf e >f in**„f nt least H I fit) and notice officers believe that offenders will he easv In sDOt

Raining and training: the Maine Marathon

COURT ESY OF CATE DONOVAN

Months of training helped Katie Selin '12 stay strong through the final stretch of the Maine Marathon.
didn't know what to do with my- she said. I m not sure if I could
By CATE DONOVAN
self and I didn't know anyone," he do all my training while being at
NEWS STAFF
said. "I figured running was a good school," she said, explaining that,
Rain did not dampen the spirits hobby for someone with a lot a free while on the Hill, she usually has
of those participating in the 2011 time and not a lot of money, be- large amounts of work and little
free time.
Maine Marathon in Portland on cause you can eat
Although BroOct. 2, and many Colby students as much pasta as
phy's busy schedwere among the 3,500 athletes you want and you
ule at the College
who ran in either the marathon, don't need a gym
kept him from
half-marathon or relay races.
membership. So 1
stressing
about
Though the weather was less just started running
the marathon, he
than ideal for marathon runner and kept going."
also admitted that
But it wasn't
Katie Selin '12, who said she
he was afraid that
prefers it to be "60 and sunny" quite that simple.
training for such
for her long runs, she finished the For both Selin
a long race while
26.2 miles with a smile. This was and Brophy, Sunat school would
the first marathon for Selin, who day's race was
be
a challenge. "I
the
culmination
had previously run in three halfwas fortunate that
marathons in addition to some of months of hard
I was ahead of
shorter races.
work. Both fol[training] over the
"I decided to run [the full lowed
intense
summer, so [when
marathon] this summer when training regimens
Katie
Selin
I got to the Hill I
I was working at a law firm. and worked up to
Class of 2012 got] to taper it
,"
There was a lot of sitting at 20-mile runs in
Brophy said.
desks and running seemed like preparation for the
Weeks of praca good counterpoint to that ," big day. "It defiSelin said.
nitely cuts back on the partying a tice led both Brophy and Selin to
discover certain running rituals.
Michael Brophy '12 also cited little bit," Brophy said.
his summer job in Los Angeles as
Selin planned her long runs Brophy said that he prefers to
sparking his decision to run the full for Thursday afternoons , "before "battle" his thoughts rather than
marathon. "When I got to LA., I the weekend festivities begin," listen to music while he tmas-

I decided to
run [the full
marathon] this
summer when
I was working
at a law firm.
There was a lot of
sitting at desks.

Pet Food Pantry helps families
keep pets in times of need

to the organization. The panThe PetFood
try also receives food dona1
from local veterinarians
Pantry in Fairf ield tions
and pet supply stores—when
customers check out at PetCo,
is like a soup
they are asked if they want to
kitchen, f or pets buy dry or canned food to conBy RACHEL GOFF

tribute to the Pet Food Pantry.
Despite all of this support,

LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

In this harsh economic climate, there have been "a lot
of articles in the news about
people having to give up their
pets to shelters—or even abandoning them," Alyce Pincoske
said. Pincoske is the secretary
of the Pet Food Pantry, a nonprofit organization in Fairfield,
Maine that distributes pet food
to families free of charge.
According to Pincoske,
the Pet Food Pantry hopes to
"keep pets with their families,
even if their families are in
Financial trouble " by providing pet food and supplies for
pick up on the fourth Friday
of every month at the Victor
Grange in Fairfield.
About 80 to 100 families take
advantage of this service each
month. "These are people that
are really having a hard time,"
Picoske said. "Some come once
and don 't come back. Some always come [and] some come
only during difficult months."
"There are those naysayers
that say if you can't afford a pet
you shouldn't have one," Pincoske said, but she reminds us
that there are many people who
commit to pets while financially
stable and then run into unforeseen hardship, such as losing a
job, and can no longer afford to
take care of them.
The Pet Food Pantry, which
began in March 2009, provides
food for dogs, cats, birds and
fish. Pincoske estimated that
they purchase about 85 percent of this food (about $1,200
worth) in bulk from wholesale
retailers. The funds they use
to purchase food are donated

[The pantry
hopes to]
keep pets
with their
families,
even if their
families are
in financial
trouble.

Alyce Pincoske

Pet Food Pantry Secretary

the organization is struggling to
meet an increasing demand, as it
notes that more and more families are taking advantage of its
services. What's more, the Pet
Food Pantry will no longer be

able to use Victor Grange as the
base of its operations. "We need
a new home," Pincoske said. The
pantry is currently looking to relocating to the Methodist Church
on Pleasant Street in Waterville.
Just minutes from campus,
this re-location could be beneficial for both the Pet Food Pantry
and for students on the Hill who
are interested in volunteering.
The Pet Food Pantry is run entirely by volunteers, and is actively seeking more.
"There's only six of us [right
now], so there's only so much
we can do," Pincoske said. The
organization is looking for help
in devising creative fundraising
campaigns and in utilizing social
networking systems to publicize
their mission. "We have a Facebook, but we don 't know how to
use it," Pincoske said, suggesting that students at the College
could be particularly helpful in
this endeavor. They could also
use students with grant-writing
experience to solicit donations from pet food companies.
"Whatever anybody's talent or
interest, we could find a way to
use it," Pincoske said.
Students interested in learning
how they can help the Pet Food
Pantry should e-mail PetFoodPantry@gmail.com.
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The pantry understands that pets help people through hard times. \
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Allison Ehrenreich '12, Emma Creeden '12 and Rachel Goff '12 smile after f inishing their f irst half marathon.
"I hesitate to use the word 'medi- offered both a half marathon and drate "like crazy" after. "I run in the
tative ' because I think that over- a relay option. Jessica Blais '12 morning as a good way to start off
sells it," Brophy said.- "But [run- ran the marathon relay for the my day and wake up," Blais said,
ning without music] is nice. You "Aqua Mules," a group com- "and [I] always listen to music."
just get to hang
prised of memBlais , a first-time competitive
out and think,
bers of the men 's runner, enjoyed her marathon
which you don't
and
women 's experience. "It made running a
always get a lot
swimming and lot more enjoyable knowing you
were in great company. I loved
of chance to do."
diving teams.
According to
In the relay, the marathon atmosphere," Blais
Selin,
running
the full mara- said. "It was also a great team
with an iPod
thon is divided building opportunity for the
into four legs, swim team."
is simply "too
Selin, who thought Sunday's
much of a hassle
each of distances
on long runs."
ranging
from race was "easier than expected ,"
But she has her
5.2 to 8.8 miles. would like to continue her comown
routines.
To train, Blais, petitive racing career, perhaps
On Sunday, Sewho said she had even by participating in the Suglin raced in her
"been
running arloaf Marathon this spring. "I'm
favorite running
and swimming a going to take a ' week off and then
uniform. "I run
decent amount" keep running," Selin saidwith a nerd y
Before training for the
this
summer,
Maine Marathon , the farthest
water belt thing
Jessica Blais added four and Brophy
had ever run was six
and wear the
five mile runs to
Class of 2012
same
sparkly
her usual routine miles. Now, his next goal is to
headband ," Selin
to "get some dis- participate in either the Sparsaid.
tan Run , an obstacle racing
tance in."
Not all stuOn
training challenge or the Escape From
dents in the race ran the full , days, Blais made sure to eat some- Alcatraz triathlon. "I've got
marathon , however, as the event thing small before her run and hy- the bug," he said.

It made
running a lot
moreenjoyable
knowing you
were in great
company. I
loved the
marathon
atmosphere.
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Clark University Master of Arts in Teaching
-for aspiring urban teachersThe Jacob Hiatt Center for Urban Education , awarded
the 2007 Richard Wisniewski Award by the Society for
Education Professors for contributions to teacher
education, is dedicated to preparing outstanding urban
teachers. The Master of Arts in Teaching program is
yearlong, and includes a full academic year internship
in one of the Hiatt Center 's partner schools in
Worcester, MA.
We seek students who enjoy young people, are
reflective, have strong academic backgrounds,
collaborate well with others, and want to become great
teachers for urban youth.
The next full-time program year begins in late May
2012 and ends in May 2013. Applicants strong in
mathematics or the sciences may qualif y for a graduate
stipend under the Noyce Scholarship program. For
information contact the Jacob Hiatt Center for Urban
Education at (508) 793-7222 or
mshepard@clarku.edu. Visit our website at
www.clarku.edu/departments/education.
Applications for the 2012-2013 program year are due
by January 15, 2012. Minorities and women are
strongly encouraged to app ly.

EDITORIAL

MCCOLUMN

Make immigration a federal debate

Wise up, Colby!
On Saturday. Sept. 17 . Waterville police showed up at 16 Winter Street for an offcampus part) involving alcohol and under-age drinking; over 50 students from the
Hill face alcohol charges for their decisions that night.
This semester, off-campus parties seem to be attracting a lot of students from the
Hill. On weekend nights , when the Alfond Apartments are quiet, a party is most
likel) happening somewhere in Waterville. Students from every class attend these
parties , regardless of whether they 're of legal drinking age.
After this year 's first raid by Waterville police, we at the Echo believed that the
off-campus party scene would die down for a while. The very next weekend, police
followed up on another off-campus noise complaint. AH the drinkers were of legal
age. so the police left the house without taking further actions. This story trickled
around campus: it seemed that Waterville police were coming down hard on those
College partiers off-campus.
Yet this pastweekend , on Friday, Oct. 1 —less than two weekends after the first
part\ raid—ynore College students were summonsed for underage drinking at an
off-campus party on Collette Street. According to an Oct. 4 Bangor Daily News
article, polide said that there were no double-offenders between the two incidents.
Colbv. that 'iclose to 70 charges in under two months. We're barely into October!
Our adviccjp simple: don 't go to off-campus parties if you 're underage. You could
end up with a court summons, which is tedious , burdensome and also costly. Not to
mention the high number of charges reflects poorly on our student body and does
not bode well for Colby-Waterville relations. So stay on campus—our campus clubs
and organizations work hard to ensure that there is plenty to do whether or not you
choose to drink.
But let s take this one step further. A life lesson , if you will: In order to be an
informed citizen and to interact with respect and dignity with the people around
you. you must pay attention to the news. If your peers are getting in trouble
drinking off-campus while underage , don 't blindly go ahead and do it yourself.
This attitude applies to bigger, more universal concepts , too. Don 't be a fool. Be
responsible. And be a citizen of the world.
- The staff of The Colby Echo

Retraction:
The Colby Echo misreported several facts in the September 28. 2011 article "Perea
battles visa complications." The article falsely stated that Professor Saul Sandoval
Perea was detained in Mexico, which was never the case; he had no trouble leaving
the country. Nor was Perea denied a work visa, as reported in the article. Rather, he
experienced delays in his petition to change his student visa status to a work-eligible
visa Although it took longer than he had expected to process the change, it was approved wheo it was acted upon , and he has begun teaching his classes at the College.
In addition , the article reported that Perea is currently teaching four classes; he is only
leaching two this semester and will teach two more in the spring, totaling four for the
2011 -2012 schoolyear. We deeply regret the errors.
1

DAREN
MCGREGOR

Understatement of the year: illegal
immigration is a major issue in modem
American society. More than most countries, the United States ' history is strongly
shaped and characterized by a significant
immigrant narrative. Predictably, public
debates on immigration and what constitutes American-ness have existed for the
entire span of American history.
In that sense, the current immigration
debate is strikingly familiar. The demographics and countries of origin may be
different from that of a hundred years
p rior, but as a country we are still dealing
with the challenge of constructing legislation that inherently targets a specific
group of people (immigrants) without
being simultaneously discriminatory and
exclusionary. With immigration, there
is no single right-to-left spectrum of
viewpoints a la the death penalty or gun
control , but rather a wildly disorganized
public discourse that goes in several
directions. A light sample of immigration issues: border control, amnesty, tax
burden , civil rights, human rights, family rights and the question of whether
children should suffer for the decisions
of their parents. I don 't have the time to
coverall of those issues.
My argument so far: the subject of immigration is too complicated and wideranging to confront with an 800-word
column. Here 's something that 1 do have
the space to argue: the federal government
needs to take a leadership role in tackling
the present problems with immigration,
specifically illegal immigration. Right
now in the United States we have 50 states
and thus 50 different sets of legislation
that instruct authorities in how to deal
with, regulate — and in some situations —
effectively persecute illegal immigrants.

ship on the issue. SB 1070 obligated law
enforcement to demand an individual's
immigration status upon "reasonable suspicion" that someone could be an illegal
alien. Due to the racial and demographic
makeup of immigration, particularly
in the American Southwest, any Latin
American, theoretically, could have been
demeaningly asked to present proof that
they are just as American as anyone else.
The bottom line is that no state legislature should have felt so empowered as to
enact the law in the first place.
The recent Alabama law has similar
provisions to SB 1070 regarding queries
of someone's immigration status and
goes further. If an illegal immigrant enters into a contract , it is immediately nullified upon discovery of their status. They
cannot perform transactions with any division of the state (the police don 't have

to "protect and serve" them). Perhaps
the most insidious part of the law is that
schools have to confirm the immigration
status of incoming students, a provision
that is explicitly affecting children who
have little control over their legal status.
When the law was challenged in federal
court last Wednesday, all of the above
provisions were upheld. Such an important decision should not have been left
to the discretion of one single judge, but
rather all three branches of government.
There is extensive precedent for the
federal government to step in when the
states are doing an inadequate job of
legislation, as is the case with the present laws on illegal immigration. Since
the advent of the United States, the ageold partem of states' rights steadily being superseded by federal authority has
given us some great things , like the direct election of senators, the 1964 Civil
Rights Act and a solitary reason to like
Andrew Jackson (He was not a good person, but check out the Nullification Crisis
of 1832).
The present immigration crisis represents much more than a chance for me
to relive my memories of AP US History
from five years ago. As in 1863 or 1963,
there are large groups of people within our
country today who are subject to an entirely different set of laws than most. They are
at the mercy of 50 different state governments, and the maelstrom of viewpoints
and influences that dictate how those state
governments act. The federal government
needs to step up and authoritatively lay
down the difference between discrimination and immigration regulation.
Given the shambolic state of our current federal government—in particular
the executive and legislative branches —
anyone waiting for speedy immigration
reform is a tad naive. Perhaps there are
not enough Americans yet who feel that
immigration is a major issue; that is
somewhat understandable because it is
far from the only significant political issue out there. But the individuals in our
country who "fit the description" are in
_„
for a long, tortuous wait.
•

need to be part of a club to appreciate
that. Race, religion, nationality, sexuality and socioeconomic status are just a
few of the individual colors in Colby 's
kaleidoscope of diversity. Mr. Rieling
is correct that students should seek
distinct perspectives , but to cloister
this process into CCOR or PC Coffee
misses the forest for the trees; the goal
is to freely engage diversity at Colby
without these structures.
The best way to build appreciation
for diversity is also the simplest: make
friends with people who you think are
different from yourself. It's clearly imperative to appreciate diversity, but it
starts in dining halls and dorm rooms as
much as in the Pugh Center.
Our closest approximation of walking
in someone else 's shoes is learning how
they see the world, and the instant gratification of PC Coffee provides relatively
little insight. If a student says something
thought provoking in that setting, its
value is not as a singular thought but
as a starting point for a more involved ,
personal conversation. Their comments
mean nothing without an understanding
of the life experiences that led them to
their conclusions.
There is this nebulous concept that
one can "understand diversity" as though
you could ever grasp, how it feels to
be... <insert: culture/nationality/sexual
orientation>. Also, there is no one narrative for any group of people, and , whatever gestalt does exist, you could never
appreciate it without consulting the
individual parts first. Once again, this
knowledge comes from meaningful , if

not intimate, person-to-person conversations. Let's call these conversations
friendships and assume that they consist
of things other than academic questions
on the role of privilege in education,
social norms in sexuality or religion in
values. You may team more by watching
someone from another country eat than
by hearing their opinions on politics.
Of course, all of this ignores the
obvious fact that beyond gender and
race, outward expression of identity is
a choice. Nobody has to know if you
are poor or rich , Jewish or Muslim, gay
or straight. Strict adherents of many
religions are distinguishable by their
grooming and dress, but generally that
is not the case at Colby. The Pugh Center and CCOR might help identify these
students, but let this be a reminder that
diversity is not a color or piece of clothing, and that it does exist even if we
don 't physically see it.
It would be foolish to say diversity
organizations don 't help, because they
do. Whether students join out of a need
for structure or a group experience or
anything else, these activities provide a
forum in which meaningful communication can begin. They are places where
you can meet the people whose shoes
you wish to walk in , and Mr. Rieling is
right to recognize this.
But, the idealized Colby we all want ,
and the one that Mr. Rieling alludes to,
is a community less reliant on facilitated conversations. It»will be achieved
through friendship.
And on that note : Ray, let 's take
a walk.

One cannot credibly discuss illegal
immigration in 2011 without first discussing Alabama and Arizona. These
two states are worth noting because
their potential/ existing laws exceed
the reasonable goal of immigration legislation—to protect the nation from the
numerous societal and economic problems that can arise from unrestricted
immigration—and instead provide an
impetus for the rights of human beings
to be violated.
It should be noted that Arizona 's 2009
"Support Our Law Enforcement and
Safe Neighborhoods Act" (SB 1070)
was quickly met with widespread criticism and numerous legal challenges to
its constitutionality. But , the fact that
the original legislation was even passed
underscores the need for federal leader-

We have 50
states and thus
50 different sets
of legislation.
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When it comes to diversity, I sometimes find myself wishing there was a
chair you could plug into and instantly
be enlightened , a la The Matrix. Of
course there is no chair, but even if there
were it wouldn 't actually help. Understanding other people is about walking
in their shoes, not about what you find
when you get wherever it is that you
were walking.
In his column . "Ways to Address
Diversity," senior Ray Rieling observed that not everyone at Colby has
the same prior experience with diversity. To paraphrase: there is a diversity
drought at Colby, but still enough to
learn from. Students can ' t help where
they were born , but even the most sheltered student is obligated to seek diversity through organizations like Colby
Conversations on Race and PC Coffee.
These are the ideal places to foster understanding, although people in general
should be patient with those they find
less conscientious than themselves.
When did diversity become only a
matter of skin color and only accessible through a facilitated discussion?
It seems to me there is great diversity
at Colby if you see beyond the color
of someone 's skin , and you shouldn 't
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J.Cole and hip-hop
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LET ME BRING THIS DOWN TO YOUR LEVEL

On the grammar police
MICHAEL
LANGLEY

There's a lot going on in the world
right now. The Supreme Court is addressing the constitutionality of the new health
care law. The Republican party continues
its exhausting search for a viable presidential candidate. Renowned bad guy
Anwar al-Awlaki was killed. Hordes of
smelly, confused young people are camping out on Wall Street. Apart from their
obvious newsy importance, these things
share one commonality: 1 couldn 't tell
you the first thing about them. They confuse me. So instead of talking about those
things, I am going to talk about things
that make me angry.
..
. .-,
What makes me angry these days?
Damn near everything. But today, I will
focus on just one topic: the grammar
police , also known as the punctuation
patrol , the predicate posse, the clause
clan (I don 't think this is a very positive
name either), the pedantic bandits and
the diction dicks. To be clear, dear read-

er, I write not of those whose regrettable
job it is to check the writing of others for
grammatical mistakes. I write of a more
insidious menace, of the individual who
chooses to correct another person 's
grammar in informal writing scenarios
or, worse yet, everyday speech.
You know the type of person. These
are the people who find themselves
mildly sexually aroused at the thought
of correcting another person 's grammar
in daily conversation. The people who
loudly proclaim, "Umm hi? It 's 'your,'
NOT 'you 're'" (at least I assume they
are proclaiming that; the words sound
exactly the same, so it would be easy to
confuse them), and then they look at you
like they are waiting for their Nobel Literature Prize. But the worst part is, if you
politely tell these people that they should
"screw off," they simply look at you and
tell you that it's improper to end a sentence witha. preposition.,
ffuui.„ .
Friends, I am not against grammar. I
love grammar. But there is a place for
correcting the grammar of other people,
and that place is elementary school. After that , each person should be allowed to
use grammar as frequently or infrequently as they please. Many of history's notable personalities were notoriously poor

grammarians. To name just a few: Dolly
the Sheep, Warren G. Harding, Gertrude
Stein and Flavor Flav. And there is a rumor currently popular with historians
(and you know how fast rumors spread
with those gossip hounds) that famed
emperor of Rome, Julius Caesar, not only
had terrible grammar, he in fact did not
speak any English whatsoever.
These grammar jerks (I am rapidly
running out of clever nicknames)
need to realize something: grammatical skills do not necessarily equate
intelligence. In fact , I would go so
far as to say that grammatical skills
are diametrically opposed to intelligence. Any brain cells you waste on
trying to properl y determine
where , exactly,
to put a comma
could surely be
better appropriated , say, for
example ,
by
telling one of
those grammar
police persons
^Mt
L'
where , exactly,
they can put
their advice.
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A few of my thoughts on the Civil
Discourse and why we use it
MARK
GRACYK

Jt

By now I can safely presume that you
all have read the infamous Digest that gets
shot into our inboxes every day. I proudly
state that up until the writing of this piece,
I have only read the Digest twice. The first
time I read it was during one of my first
weeks on campus my freshman year. The
second was during the end of my freshman year, and it was only because I accidentally clicked on it. I was actually going
for the delete button.
The Digest, it seems, is a forum for students (and apparently faculty) to express
their opinions about Colby or just the
world in general. Now, like many things
in life, I feel the creation of this so-called
"Digest" might have sounded like something phenomenal and even beneficial to
the Colby community at large during its
prototypical stage. However, at this point
in time, I feel that it is nothing more than
a glorified Twitter account.
In an ideal world, I would be the first
person to say that "Yeah, we do need the
Digest." The idea that a form of communication exists in which the entire
Colby community can easily, quickly and
effectively communicate is absolutely
fantastic. I am in no way against progress or growth, or the spread of progress
and growth, especially on such a large
and overreaching scale. Unfortunately, it
seems that certain individuals have taken
over the Digest and perverted it into their
own little Dr. Phil time.
People make posts regarding the most
unnecessary and really useless topics on
feelings they have.
The first time I looked at the Digest, a
student was complaining because he double parked his car in the Bobs parking lot
and someone bashed in the back window

ot his car. He even had the audacity to ask
the person to come forward and pay for
the damages since his insurance would not
cover it. I was aghast, mind blown, at a loss
for words, you name it. I could not believe
that someone, for their own lazy or careless
or idiotic reasons, double parked and expected to receive a medal for it. Of course
there are going to be consequences for
your actions. This person even went so far
as to challenge the masculinity and maturity of the perpetrator! Many people would
counter with some petty gripe of "You're
insensitive" or "How mean!" but what the
individual encountered was a little dose of
reality.Reality that probably is not found in
his Westchester, Newton or Darien.
What bothered me the most about the
entire situation , however, was that the
individual went to the effort of making
a post for the Digest about what had
happened. As if the perpetrator would
have casually thought "Oh! I can 't wait
to go on the Digest and apologize to
this guy!" Instead of, perhaps, taking
responsibility for his actions, or maybe
realizing that things do happen in life
that are not necessari ly perfect, the individual whined about it to the entire
Colby world.
Now that is only one example, and
frankly, I could talk about a million
more that I have heard about or read, but
it seems to me that the Digest is just a
way for people to complain about things
they don 't like. Last year 's Skirt Day
"debacle" turned the Digest into one
gigantic , angry, estrogen-filled screech
that went on and on about the evils of
males at Colby. Now maybe "Skirt Day"
was not necessarily nice, politically correct or acceptable, but it happened. And
frankly, if you believe that a bunch of
random boys telling you to go change
is the biggest, most pressing, most life
threatening issue present today, then I
do not care about your opinion. I could
be wrong, but last time I checked there
was a famine in Somalia, a financial
meltdown in Europe, political instabil-

ity in the Middle
East and raging violence in
Mexico. If someone laughs at a
gay pride sticker
on your door, I
don 't see how
one
stranger's
act of drunken
ignorance overshadows all of
these crises.
Many people
would easily put
aside all of these
relevant, more important facts and
claim that Colby
is their community
and that they have
the right to decide
how it should run
or act They would
claim that they
have a right to
change what they
do not like and (hat
we all do. That is,
we all have a right
to try and shape
our
community
the way in which
we see fit But that
change is not going
to come through
a nagging, selfrighteous, string of
paragraphs which
realty only help
your self-esteem.
Real, substantive,
quantitative change
will come through
actions not words.
Because, as Gandhi once said, "You
must be the change
you wish to sec in
the world."

Hip-hop has just been blessed with
who 1 believe to be one of the genre 's
most promising young artists: J.Cole.
If you do not know J.Cole , he is JayZ's proie'ge and is rightfully claiming
his place among the hig her echelon of
rappers. On Sept. 27, he dropped his
first studio album , titled Coleworld:
Sideline Story. There is nothing in this
album that insinuates that Cole will be
on the sidelines for long. His album
is mostly self-produced and has few
features. This album is truly his , and
he can claim all of the glory of its imminent success. Cole has been on his
grind since he was a young 14-year-old
kid from Fayetteville , NC and going by
the alias , the Therap ist. I have to say,
even though his flow was pretty raw
and candid at such a young age , he gave
me a sense of hunger as he wittily put
together his rhymes.
In a time when hip-hop has reached
its zenith of diversity. Cote brings
back the essence of the "Golden Age
of Hip-Hop, " and blends together
some more contemporary songs that
are radio-friendly. Hopefully his album can get some big numbers and
secure his place in the game for some
time to come.
I mean , 1 have not heard such a complete album in a few years now since
Lupe Fiasco 's The Cool, I highly urge
everyone who claims to be a fan of
hip-hop to buy this album: you will
not regret it.
From the introduction of the album
to the end , Cole takes you on a journey of his own with the stories of those
around him and his friends. "My story
isn 't the only one 1 am trying to tell ,"
is what he has on his Twitter page , and
that is most definitely true , the issues
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that Cole tackles in his album are commendable and are often foreign play
for most new popular rappers. In his
song "Lights Please ," he describes his
conflict with a woman who he wants to
drop some knowled ge on but she j ust
wants to have sex with him and cares
not of the troubles of the world he
wants to share with her. Later on in the
album, he takes up a dual-perspective
in the song "Lost Ones. " This is an argument between a man and a woman
who have just found out that a baby
is on the way, which causes turmoil in
the relationship. The man doesn 't want
to bring his child into the world because of his poverty and hints at abortion , and the perspective mother wants
to keep the child no matter what. She
hounds on the potential husband by recalling the stories he used to tell her
of his own deadbeat father and how he
did not want to become like him.
Rather than bragging about how he is
the "man" and is the freshest or dopest
or flyest. Cole takes on real issues that
human beings go through in real life.
Albeit , these situations may or may not
have happened to Cole himself , but they
are realistic , relatable and quite possibly a reflection of the circumstances of
many people in his hometown.
But this album isn 't entirel y introspective and full of deep songs of course.
It is rap, and there is some element of
braggadocio in the album as evidence by
the song "Can 't Get Enough ," featuring
R&B singer Trey Songz.
This is what I love about Cole and his
album. It is a perfect blend of fun , party
songs and some deep songs that are reflective of hip-hop 's true nature. Instead
of having an album with only songs that
are deep and concerning. Cole has a few
songs that are exp licitly meant for the
radio. He is the blueprint for rappers to
come, to be the hybrid of commercial
and still be able to keep it real. A gain, if
you are a fan of hip-hop or think that you
may be interested. 1 suggest that you buy
Coleworld: Sideline Story. Remember,
it 's a Cole world out there , no snuggie.
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Raw Bar - Grill
Lounge
Sample menu
RAW BAR
OYSTERS ON THE HALF SHELL
LITTLE NECK CLAMS
APPETIZERS
OYSTERS ROCKEFELLER
MAINE CRAB CAKES
P.E.I. MUSSLES
PAN SEARED YELLOW FIN TUNA

EtUBEES
BERMUDA ONION CRUSTED YELLOW FIN TUNA
PANKO CRUSTED LOBSTER CUTLETS
CARMELIZED DIVER SEA SCALLOPS
MAINE CRAB STUFFED HADDOCK
CHIPOTLE GRILLED COLLOSSAL SHRIMP
MAPLE GLAZED CEDAR PLANK SALMON
SEAFOOD PAELLA
ROSEMARY MARINATED RACK OF LAMB
CHAR~GRILLED PRIME NY STRIP
ANGEL HAIR PASTA PANCAKES
SPINACH & ROASTED TOMATO STUFFED PORTABELLAS
All Items Listed On This Menu Are Fresh, Never Frozen, Locally Procured
When Possible From Maine Farmers & Fishermen. Enjoy!
AMAZING FARE... PLEASING ATMOSPHERE... CORRECT SERVICE...
TRENDY AND BEAUTIFUL LOUNGE
18 BELOW
RAW BAR~GRILL~LOUNGE
18 SILVER STREET WATERVILLE
TUESDAY ~ SUNDAY 4PM~1AM
TUIMV
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THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY
Volleyball vs. Husson

I

5 p.m.

I

Alfond Athletic Center - 050 Wadsworth Gymnasiumm

1

' Pm

I

¦

I

9 a.m.

I

Golf vs. CBB Tournament

I

1

9 a.m.

1

Women's Tennis vs. Simmons

I

1p.m.

I

Men's Tennis vs. Ithaca

1

4 p.m.

I

I

Waterville Country Club

I

Men's Tennis vs. Oneonta State

>

Meeting the Challenges of the
Earthquake and the Cholera Epidemic

2 p.m.

I

Konbit Sante is a small Maine-based non-profit
that had been working in Northern Haiti for almost
10 years when a devastating earthquake followed
by an unusually virulent cholera epidemic rocked
an already fragile health system. This
presentation describes the organization's
capacity-building approach and how it is being
applied to support the Haitian system to better
meet these enormous challenges.

SUNDAY

Alfond-Wales Tennis Courts

Dana - Fairchild Room
11:30 p.m.

Women's Tennis vs. Southern Maine

154 133

I

Alfond-Wales Tennis Courts

¦

TUESDAY
Men's Soccer vs. Thomas

1

3:30 p.m.

I

I

Colby Soccer Field

Golf vs. Sid Farr Invitational

1

12 p.m.

I

Waterville Country Club

I

www.weather.com

Partly Cloudy

I 73 1 53 §77 152

FRIDAY

Cloudy

I 75 147

173 147

1671 49

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

SUNDAY

SATURDAY
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Mostly Cloudy

Sunny

Sunny

Sunny

159 1 44

THURSDAY

I

Alfond-Wales Tennis Courts

THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

Sunny

I

¦

12 p.m.

Cotter Union - 130 Pugh Center Commons Room I
8 p.m.
I

MONDAY

I

Alfond-Wales Tennis Courts

I
f

1

Alfond-Wales Tennis Courts

Men's Tennis vs. Rensselaer

Film Screening:
Ghettophysics

12 p.m.

I

¦

SATURDAY

Cotter Union - Page Commons Room
7p.m.
Scott Fried places the reality of HIV infection in a
context all young people can understand;
vulnerability, isolation and hopelessness. His
unstoppable approach to educating others can
be encapsulated into one thought: one must
understand the value of one's own life and hold
it sacred in order to refrain from dangerous
behaviors that could lead to HIV infection and
other.crisis.

1

Alfond-Wales Tennis Courts

Film Series:
"Terrorism: Images from the Cinema"
Diamond - 141

Health and Wellness Seminar:
AIDS, Love & Staying Alive

Women's Tennis vs. Wheaton

^

WAIT, WHAT?
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| Florida resident and sculptor Karl Ludwig Eichner, I
68 , was accused of attacking a fellow female beach I
attendee with a pool noodle. The victim was
1
harrassed by him after attempting to get rid of one
of his watermelons—which he had carved into the mkmmmmW^t^BBBBEBt
shape of a human face—that was attracting
insects . Eichner aggressively approached the
woman after her second attempt to dispose of the ^Mmmmt^
melon in the ocean. Allegedly, Eichner punched the ^
i^^^jH|[^"1jl£
woman after dumping a "noodle" full of water onto
*^k
w%m\m^
her as she was sunbathing. Now charged with
^^J
TB I
battery and being held on a $1000 bond, Eichner
V ^^^ MBH
_

_

.

.

,

is in the process of devising a new plan to
,

.

|

|

,

PrOTBCt n i S mSIOn SCUlptli rSS.

Eichner demonstrates that some snacks are worth protecting.
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Flotation devices,proving to be the bestpoolSide weapon to date.

STUDENTS IN THE SPA

How do you protect your watermelon?
"Temporary baby bump. "
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Here's What's Playing Fri.,
Oct. 7 through Thurs.,
Oct. 13

¦

The Debt

— Sarah Hansen
— Madeline Caplan '12

Daily at 12:00, 2:10, 4:30,
6:50
No 6:50 on Wednesday
Friday & Saturday: 9:00

^K

The Whistleblower

"Grease it up. "

IL T
— Sean Nation '14
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Daily at 12:00, 2:20, 4:40,
7:00
Friday & Saturday: 9:05
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my
never let
melons hit the floor."
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Can You Handle the
Truth?
Wednesday Documentaries
Oct. 12 - Nov. 16
The Interrupters
Wednesday: 7:00 p.m .
Coming Soon!
Love Crime

'7 do« '/ ea/ watermelon. It s' not my thing. "
—Ankita Dhawan '14
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Higher Ground
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Want Your
Event in the
Echo 's Forum
Calendar?
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"I 'd eat it REALLYf a st. "
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WE'RE RUNNIN' AND RUNNIN'
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— Jayson Ito-Adler 13
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Email Forum
Editor Sydney
Hammond at
suc m §!^mrnond@
— ' colby.edu
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JOKAft '
SPECIALS
WE NOW TAKE CREDIT
AND DEBIT CARDS!!!
Heineken Light 5-liter Kegs

Were 19.99 Now Only 9.99 + Tax and Deposit

GREAT PRICE on Large Selection of
30-pack Beers
(Miller Lite, Molson Canadian, Labatt Blue, and
Miller Hi gh Life)
ONLY 10.99 each + Tax and Deposit

CHKIi, VWsV'HMV 'Ht GULU1 fc^HU

The Colby cross country team in the midst of dominating the Invitational against St. Joseph 's , Unity and Thomas College.
Tom Letourneau earned f i r s t p lace at the meet with an astounding time of 29 minutes and 28 seconds over the 8k course.

STUDENT SHOWCASE

Colby Red California Wine (750ml)
Now Only 9.49 + Tax and Deposit
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight

We now have the largest selection of domestic and Import beers In
Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME
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NICK IODICE/THE COLBY ECHO

Colby s t u d e n t s s h o w c a s e a variety of martial art techniques on Saturdays ' celebration o f l f t e "Chinese M i d - A u t u m n
Festival where s t u d e n t s enj oyed bubble tea-and moon cakes while watching d r u m m i n g , f l u t e , and dance ensembles
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I We Deliver until 2 am. and don 't for get to ask about our weeklyspecials!
I
\CfV. off Mt in >nd pick up wrth Colby ID

SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS: KYLE ROGACION 15

First-year plays many roles

CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

Having spent only a f e w weeks on the Hill. Ky le Rogacion 15 has already stood out in the theater scene

By LAUREN FIORELLI
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Rogacion
First-year
Kyle
made his memorable theater
debut at the College as Jimmy
Harper , the lead in this year 's
Powder and Wig one-week musical Reefer Madness. With his
priceless facial expressions and
inexhaustible energy both on
and off stage , Rogacion has the
unique ability to make people
laugh until they cry.
Rogacion hails from Monterey, Ca., having moved there
from Brea , Ca. (pronounced
"Brie"). He laughingly noted, "I
moved from one place named
after a cheese to another place
named after a cheese." Appropriately enoug h , he now attends a
college that shares its name with
cheese as well.
Having spent a whole four
weeks on the Hill at this point ,
Rogacion 's current hope is to
fulfill the course requirements
for the pre-med track and is considering a major in theater and
dance with a concentration in
acting and directing. Surprisingly, acting is a somewhat recentl y
developed passion in Rogacion 's
life: he only first became involved
in theater in the spring of his junior year of hig h school.
Rogacion never considered
performing until a teacher encouraged him to audition for
his first play. His initial thoug ht
was, "T've never done theater
before; I'm not reall y that kind
of person." But after landing
the lead role of Johnny PateenMike O'Dougal in Tfit- Cripple
of Imshmaan , Rogacion began
to think , "Hmm , maybe I mig ht
not be so terrible at this "—an
understatement.
Rogacion described the expe-

rience of being onstage before able in this role." The relationan audience for the first time and ships Rogacion developed during
overcoming his pre-show jitters , the rehearsal process became as
saying, "Once 1 stepped on stage important to him as the performand the lights swept over me, I just
ing experience itself and trul y fosgot into the role...
tered his love of
got tunnel vision,
acting.
In a short time ,
focused onl y on
Rogacion took on
my character and
it was an amazing
and excelled at a
experience... and
host of new artisthat 's why I have
tic risks, including
continued theater
developing a passto this day."
able Irish accent
Describing the
Kyle Rogacion for his first role.
process of workThis
hig h
Class of 2015
ing on The Cripple
school foray into
of lnishmaan , Rotheater opened
gacion said, "As
Rogacion
up
the weeks progressed, as we got to the possibility of exploring
further into the play, as we got to other performing arts as well ,
know our characters and got to and he joined his hi g h school
know the script and got to know choir during that same year.
each other, 1 felt reall y comfort- Rogacion admitted that he does

I just want to
do theater for
the sake of
doing theater.

not have a lot of confidence in
his voice, but he still very much
enjoys singing with groups. "I
was even more introverted and
self-conscious in my earl y high
school years," he confessed, "so
joining theater kind of gave me
a boost of self-confidence."
At the College, Rogacion continues to challenge himself to
pursue his interests. He is a new
member of Broadway Musical Revue (BMR) and sings tenor in the
College Chorale. Outside of the
performing arts, he plans to take
courses in drawing after completing Foundations in Studio Art
this semester. "Much like theater,
drawing is something that I just
kind of jumped into," Rogacion
said. While he hopes to advance
his drawing skills through study
at the College, he does not yet feel
qualified to identify himself as a
visual artist.
Rogacion will also appear in the
next two Powder and Wig productions this semester, having been
cast in both Unwrap your Candy,
which will be performed Oct. 2022, and Scaramouche, which will
premiere Dec. 1-3. Drawn to the
theater group by the enthusiasm
of the "Wiggians," Rogacion plans
to stay very involved with the club
and also hopes to have the opportunity to perform within the theater and dance department.
As for after college, Rogacion
does not plan to pursue a career
in performance, but he hopes to
keep theater in his life. "I just
want to do theater for the sake
of doing theater " he said. "So it
doesn't matter if I'm on Broadway or if I'm in a local community theater, as long as I'm with a
bunch of great people and we're
putting on a great show. That's al!
that matters."

CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

Tlie protagonist of Powder and Wig s' Reefer Madness. Rogacion has attractedpraisefor his one-week performance.

DK NAIL SALON
Certified Licensed Professional
COLBY SPECIALS EVERY THURSDAY:
MANICURE / PEDICURE COMBO
Regular Price $35 — With Colby ID $30
MANICURE
Regular Price $10 — With Colby ID $8
HOURS
Monday-Saturday: 9am-8pm
Sunday: by appointment
183 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE , ME 04901

(207)872-9022

COUfttESY OF LYNNE CONNOR

Newly married couple Kathleen Breen Combes and Yuri Yanowsky
returned a year and a halfafter their first performance of ' Pas de Deux.

Boston Ballet returns
to Hill, wows viewers
By JULIA LO
NEWS STAFF

A year and a half after their
last visit , internationall y acclaimed Boston Ballet principal
dancers Kathleen Breen Combes
and Yury Yanowsky pirouetted
their way back to the Hill this
past Saturday, Oct. 1. The Goldfarb Center and the Colby Theater and Dance Department presented the ballet performance in
Strider Theater, billed as "Pas de
Deux2: An Evening with Boston
Ballet 's Kathleen Breen Combes
and Yury Yanowsky." Part of the
"Arts at Colby " series, students,
faculty and many local residents
arrived more than an hour earl y
in order to secure a seat in the
completely full house.
The program opened with a
classical p iece, "Spring Waters
Pas de Deux," choreographed by
Asaf Messerer. Combes and Yanowsky joyously leaped to the
stage with feverish smiles that
lasted the entire length of the accompaniment, a Rachmaninoff
recording. As she twirled in
an immaculate, flowing white
skirt, Combes floated up into
Yanowsky's sturdy hands and
grinned to the audience 's applause while Yanowsky carried
her around the stage.
After the end of the first piece
and over resounding applause,
Combes immediately stepped
to center stage and breathlessl y
greeted the house, then excused
her colleague's short absence by
saying, "He's gonna put some
clothes on now."
Following the intimate performance, the viewers were lucky
to experience a special master
class performance that consisted
of discussion, documentary film
clips and , of course, dance.
Combes and Yanowsky described their program , locating
each of the three dances in certain
genres with different focuses. The
first dance was classical, the next
was neo-classical and the last,
contemporary. With this diverse
program , Combes and Yanowsky
conveyed juxtapositions in style
and mood through distinct 'pas
de deux' illustrations of ballet.
After the first dance, a film interlude showcased Combes talking about the art of wearing and
tending to pointe shoes, along
with the intensive attention, time
and care that is required. In the
clip. Combes explained how her
custom-made pointe shoes cost
$60 a pair, and how each lasts
onl y two to three days. In the
roughly 40 shows that the Boston
Ballet produces yearly, $60,000 is
spent on shoes.
In the next piece, "Polyphonia" (choreograp hed by Chris-

topher Wheeldon), Combes and
Yanowsky became much more
intertwined through the fluid,
collaborative motions of a neoclassical ballet story. Under a
deep bluish-tinted light , the duo
danced alongside dreamy and
sinister sounds of prickling, highpitched piano keys in a piece
by Gyoergy Ligeti. In the end,
Combes nimbl y maneuvered her
way into an upside down exten sion of Yanowsky 's back. The
bound pair then walked off the
stage while Combes, still upside
down, waved her legs in a way
that made it appear as if Yanowsky was an insect with wings.
The other film clips of the
night revealed the high standards of dance companies in the
United States today, which have
intensified from previous times.
While in the past students of
dance went to conservatory to
formally train under Classical
and perhaps neo-classical conventions , now students must
be fluent in contemporary and
modern dance in order to be
taken seriously. Combes later
explained how now there is "so
much more cross-over [between
genres]" than before.
The last piece Combes and Yanowsky performed was an original contemporary dance duet
choreographed by Yanowsky
himself entitled "Niris." During the performance, a backdrop
screen displayed a stunning film
sequence of vignettes of multicolored galactic images and dancing molecular fractals. Yanowsky
later commented that his piece
was "very NASA,"' to which the
audience chuckled. With angelic
choral voices humming over
heavy bass blares and dissonant
string synths, the dancers jarringly swished their bodies like the
twirling particles of the universe
spinning behind them. "I like very
abstract ," Yanowsky said.
During a QStA session after their performance , Combes
and Yanowsky described how
they reached their impressive
intensity in passion and performance for dance. Instead of always sticking to the books, the
duo made it clear that some of
their best ideas were inspired
by human error. "You have to
just let go and perform it ," Yanowsky said. "The most beautiful things ," he paused , "usuall y
are mistakes."
At the end of the ni ght. Chair
of the Theater and Dance Department and Associate Professor Lynne Connor congratulated
the duo for not only their spectacular talent , but their recent
marriage. Last time Combes and
Yanowsky came to Colby they
were engaged , and now they are
a married, dancing pair.
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'55 Girls ' sophomore album rocks
3 By Daren McGregor, Opinion Editor
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<D You have been warned: BrewDog's
<L> By Dash Washerman,
Arts & Entertainment Editor
-Q

Tokyo * stout is a challenge

MISFOflMUSIC.COM

When the latest Girls album. Father, Son, Holy Ghost,
was released on Sept. 13, my
initial reaction upon listening
was a mild confusion. Father,
Son, Holy Ghost simultaneously
evokes two separate—and contradictory—emotions: familiarity and foreignness. I decided to wait a few weeks before
writing a review. Upon further
listening, the indie duo's album has revealed itself to be an
emotionally complex work of
remarkable sincerity; it is one
of the best albums of the year.
Their outstanding debut album , 2008 's Album , and follow
up EP Broken Hearts Club were
immensely personal works
that immediately welcomed
the listener. The albums were
mostly about love and heartbreak, written in a way that
reflected the life experiences
of lead singer and songwriter
Christopher Owens, but sung
with a form of teenage vulnerability that evokes the music of
the Beach Boys or Buddy Holly. Before forming Girls, Owens grew up in the Children of
God religious cult, seeing his
mother prostituted, and eventually ran away in his teens.
Playing music was one of the
few freedoms afforded to him.
After an early adulthood colored by transiency, drug abuse
and prostitution himself, he
began to take music more seriously and eventually met Chet
White, the other half of the
band. Knowing Owens' background only enhances the listening experience, as his work
comes across not as an immature naivete, but as a frank
honesty that we all value from
our musicians.
The 11 tracks lyrically confront several issues colored by
Owens' life; religion, self-destructive tendencies and his relationship with his mother, but
there is still that youthful desire
to love and be loved that drives
Girls' music. Album opener
"Honey Bunny" is a rollicking
surf-rock song that sings of
his desire for "a woman who
loves me." It is ambiguous as to
whether Owens is referring to
a potential lover or his mother.
"Die" is a pleasant surprise,
a track unlike any of their past
work, abandoning sentimental
pop arrangements and earnest songwriting for a harddriving, heavy metal sound
that would not seem out of
place on a Motorhead or Guns
N' Roses album (pre-Chinese
Democracy, of course). There
is no chorus in the song, just
three simple verses colored
with repetitions of the phrases,
"nothing's gonna be all right"
and "all gonna die." But when
sung by Owens' tortured and
vulnerable voice, the emotional impact is not stark, crushing
nihilism, but rather an angst
borne of frustration with how
messed up and unfair life can
be sometimes. There is a meandering instrumental at the
end of "Die" that acts as a pre-

DEVENEYSBEER.BLOGSPOT.COM

cursor to the rest of the album, At 18.2% alcohol by volume. BrewDog 's Tokyo * imperial stout is a challenge to drink , let alone savor.
and a turn towards more traditional songwriting. None- I
theless, the track reminds you
Founded in 2006, BrewDog lasses, create a sweet-and-sour so delicately conveyed by the
of the seriousness that lurks has garnered a bad boy repu- effect sure to make you pucker blocky, pixilated arcade action
beneath the innocent baroque tation of pushing boundar- up, wince or follow suit with a have all been painstakingly recpop veneer of Girls' music.
ies with its high-alcohol beers glass of water. Simply, this is a reated in this bottle 's contents."
Lyrically, Girls' strengths lie and racy advertising strategies. beer meant to be appreciated for
The only painstaking thing
in the repetition and emphasis With no surprise, this youth- its subtleties and fine craftsman- about this brew is the taste. Perof simple ideas or words that ful Scottish brewery has drawn ship rather than be gulped as haps an ode to counter-culture,
we all know and are familiar both praise and controversy a quick avenue toward intoxi- or maybe a drunken attempt at
with. Even their shortcomings from consumers and critics
upping the ante on previous alserve to benefit their music. alike, and perhaps the brand's
cohol content records, Tokyo*
Owens is a gifted songwriter, Tokyo* imperial stout is the
must be a cruel prank for those
but his vocal ability is limited. perfect embodiment of such
who drink this to get drunk.
On the higher notes, his voice mixed feelings.
Desp ite its flowery descripdegenerates to one reminisAt a mind-numbing 18.2%
tions, the convoluted label can't
cent of a (very) poor man's alcohol by volume (A.B.V.), this
mask the brew 's putrid underElvis Costello, but this weak- beer will erase all memories of
tone of alcohol which is apparness only serves to underscore cheap drinks and bad nights,
ent from just a whiff. "Just the
the vulnerability at the core and should be savored by the
smell alone was so overwhelmof Girls' music. Real people sip. That is, if you can bear it.
ing ly disgusting that I refused
don't express their emotions "It was awful," reviewer Chris
to even take a sip," Jenifer Goldin perfect pitch, they struggle Kasprak '12 said. "Quite simply,
man '12 said.
When released in 2009, Toto find the words, and even it was one of the worst things cation—though it may be too
overwhelming to do either.
kyo* drew concerns from the
when they find the words, I've ever tasted."
An oak aged stout, this brew
Inspired by a 1980s space UK's Portman Group, an alcohol
they don't come out the way
is full of intense and overpower
we always intend.
invader game, Tokyo* is hu- trade group which criticized the
The three song sequence of ingly rich flavors. A deep ma- morousl y described by what its stout's high alcohol content at
"Saying I Love You," "My Ma" hogany color, Tokyo* is infused label declares as "the irony of such a small volume (only 11.2
and "Vomit" represents the with jasmine and cranberries, >existentialism, the parody of fl oz).
emotional core at the heart of which, combined with chocolaty Ibeing and the inherent contraStanding defiant since it first
the album , all of them lyri- notes and a strong hint of mo- <dictions of post-modernism, all unveiled Toyko*. BrewDog has
cally direct , but relying on
trancelike chants of remarkable emotional intensity. "My
Ma" is about loneliness and
confusion, and is grounded by
Owens' childlike refrain, "and
By Jenny Stephens, Contributing Writer
you my Ma," injecting the song MM
with a tenderness but also
Being a senior is fun.
confronting his challenging Wednesday pub nights on camreal-life relationship with his pus and Thursday evenings at
mother. "Vomit" is a rambling, various bars around town give
spiritual opus that begins one the grand illusion that the
with a longing for love; half- weekend has magically lengthway through the song, Owens' ened to a four-day marathon of
ragged voice is joined by gos- festivities, while the work week
pel singers and an organ, all has conveniently shrunk to a
while chanting, "Come in to brief two-day sprint.
Unfortunately, there are also
my heart, my love." It is not so
much a meditation on emotion some troubles this final year on
as it is a prayer to someone the Hill that we'd all just as soon
about whom he cares deeply.
forget: the threat of the "real
What sets Father, Son, Holy world"—GREs, LSATs, MCATs
Ghost apart from Girls' past or what have you—in addition
work is the step up in maturity. to my mother repeatedly asking
The best song that the duo has me if I've met any nice boys yet,
produced to this day is "Hell- as well as the impending doom
hole Ratrace," the standout of the job market.
track from Album. It accurately
But the one thing worrying me
articulates a frustration with more than anything else is that
heartbreak and a youthful op- these are the last months that
timism that things would im- dozens of pumpkin chocolate
prove. On Father, Son, Holy chip cookies will be available to
Ghost, Girls approaches that me on a regular basis. After leavpeak with the song "Forgive- ing Foss lunch one day last week, Though fall only comes once a year, pump kin bread can be enjoyed
ness." The track starts slow, feeling especially woeful about delicious relief from those looming post-graduation applications.
with a gentle whispering that the approaching decrease in
"nothing's gonna get any bet- supply (thank you, econ-131) of the adorable twenty-something our six-man smell like heaven ,
ter," but finishing eight minutes these esteemed cookies that have creators of Big Girls. Small Kitch- the loaf emerged a deep golden
later, an older, mature Owens become so synonymous with life en, Cara Eisenpress and Phoebe brown, was moist when sliced
finall y realizes that he "can see at Colby, I started ambitiously Lapine. Theirs called for nutmeg, and had a heavy, apple-y pumpso much clearer / When I just
up the hill toward my apartment ginger, and chocolate chips, but kin-y crumb. This bread is auclose my eyes." His eyes have to get serious about prepping without real world paychecks my tumnal perfection. It may not be
his
myself
for life post-May 2012. I apartment 's food money jar onl y a job , but wherever I end up in
witnessed much throughout
life, yet by closing his eyes and vowed to make my own pump- allows for necessities like thirties the mysterious abyss that awaits
reflecting on what he has seen, kin cookies.
of Natty, not luxuries like spices. after graduation , at least I won 't
he actually sees everything in a
Not so surprisingly, our mea- I just doubled the cinnamon and be too nostal gic for Foss cookies. It's a start.
different light.
ger cupboard shelves didn't have called it a day.
What holds the album to- enough supplies for cookies, but
Substituting applesauce for
Pumpkin Bread
gether is Owens' openness and I managed to scrounge up the oil makes the bread sneak1 W cups flour
willingness to be emotionally essentials for pumpkin bread—a ily healthy, and I'd argue that it
'¦; teaspoon salt
vulnerable. Father, Son, Holy close second in baked goodness. tastes better that way, too. Even
Ghost is an exhaustive defense This simple recipe is adapted the bros down the hall wouldn't
1 teaspoon baking powder
Vi teaspoon baking soda
and exultation of the emotions from In the Small Kitchen: 100 guess that this version has vir1 to 2 teaspoons cinnamon
universal to the human condi- Recipes f rom Our Year of Cooking tually zero fat- After an hour of
tion: love and heartbreak.
in the Real World, a new book by baking in the oven and making
I egg

The only
painstaking
thing about
this brew is
the taste.

"O Pumpkin bread:providinggood food

o
o

released a slew of products
that make the stout look like
child's play. In 2010, the brewery released "Tactical Nuclear
Penguin ," a freeze-distilled
stout , which , at 36% A.B.V.,
was declared the world's strongest beer. When rival German
brewer Schorschbrau usurped
the title with its own obscenestrength beer, BrewDog quickly followed suit with "Sink the
Bismarck" a quadruple distilled India Pale Ale at 41%
A.B.V. One can onl y wonder
how many livers suffered in the
crossfire of publicity.
While this crazed arms
race began with Tokyo*, the
horrifying climax came in
Jul y 2010 , when BrewDog
released its strongest beer
to date , a 55% A.B.V. freezedistilled stout called "The
End of History." However,
this brew boasts more than
an ungodl y alcohol content:
priced at whopping £500 and
£700 each, only twelve were
made and the bottles came
packaged in small , taxidermied animals. It onl y held the
strongest beer title for one
week , but "The End of History " still has people talking.
Though they cross the line,
BrewDog's creativity and ingenuity are what sets them apart
from the competition. Yet something happened to BrewDog
when they came up with Tokyo*
and began experimenting with
beers with higher alcohol content. In trying to be edgy and
youthful , BrewDog left behind
its humble, delicious beginnings: the quality went down in
favor of bragging ri ghts. Their
lower-alcohol products are actually quite good, particularl y the
"Hardcore IPA," "The Physics"
and the "Paradox Grain."
Children, you have been
warned. Tokyo* may be playing
with fire. I suggest you suit up,
and, as always, drink responsibly.

and remedyf o r adulthood

any month and provides a
1 teaspoon vanilla
V2 cup sugar
Vi cup brown sugar
x/i cup unsweetened
app lesauce
1 can organic pumpkin
(15 oz)
Chocolate chips or nuts, if
you feel like splurging
Mix together flour, salt, baking
powder and soda, and cinnamon.
Add the egg, vanilla , sugars, applesauce and pump kin. Stir it up,
pour into a buttered loaf pan and
bake at 350 degrees for about an
hour and 10 minutes. Let cool,
slice and voila! You're en route to
adulthood.

Volleyball falls in
3 league matches

Mules f all to
Bates, Conn.
College and
Tuf ts at Bowdoin
By CHLOE MARMET
STAFF WRITER

Women 's v o l l e y b a l l suffered three toug h league
losses t h i s past w e e k , landing them w i t h a 1-4 record
in t h e New Eng land Small
College A t h l e t i c Conference
(NESCAC).
The
Mules
came up short
against Bates College on Tuesday
night before falling to Connecticut
College on Friday
and Tufts University on Saturday
tn a league competition
hosted
by NESCAC rival
Bowdoin College .
The
Mules ,
who beat Bates
3-1 at home earlier this season ,
failed
to pull
off an away win
against
their
league rivals on
Sept. 27. The
Mules lost the
first set 25-14 and then fell 2519 and 25-17 to the Bobcats.
Still , the determined Mules
played hard and well , with
four kills a piece from senior
Caitlin Burchill , junior Maggie Taylor and sophomore
Lily Kramlich-Taylor.
Sophomore Kate Pleasants
led the defense with 12 digs.
On Friday, Sept. 30, the
Mules traveled to Brunswick ,
Maine to play Connecticut College at Bowdoin. Colby lost 3-0

with set scores of 25-17 , 26-24
and 25-12.
Still , Taylor, Kramlich-Taylor. and senior captain Mackie
Sewall managed to shine on offense with nine kills each.
Burchill
had a strong
game both offensively and
d e f e n s i v e l y w i t h eight k i l l s
and 1 5 digs.
Hoping to recover from Friday 's loss , the Mules headed
back to Bowdoin on Saturday
to play Tufts.
In perhaps the team 's
greatest offensive struggle
so far this season , the Mules
fell 3-0 to the
Polar
Bears
w i t h set scores
of 25-15 , 2513, 25-19 .
Pleasants had
another
strong
match , finishing
with 19 assists ,
ei ght digs and
three aces. Defensive star junior Emil y Varni
had 11 di gs on
and
defense,
Kramlich-Taylor
and sophomore
Kate Bellerose
had six kills
each on offenseAfter
the
weekend' s
t o u g h losses , the M u l e s
sport a 5-7 o v e r a l l record
and are 1-4 in the N E S C A C .
L o o k i n g a h e a d , t h e team
w i l l c o m p e t e for a h o m e
victory
against
Husson
U n i v e r s i t y on Wednesday,
Oct. 5 at 7 p.m.
This c o m i n g w e e k e n d ,
the team w i l l then travel
to W i l l i a m s l o w n , Mass. for
N E S C A C m a t c h e s against
H a m i l t o n College and Will i a m s College.

The Mules
came up
short against
Bates College
on Tuesday
night before
falling to Conn.
College on
Friday and
Tufts University
on Saturd ay.

Patriots get back on track
HUBERT
SCHENCK

Well that was better , wasn 't
it? It's nice to watch a game
where the result is in hand
mid-way through the fourth
instead of having 19 deal with
stubs for fingers after every
Sunday. The Patriots ' 31 19 victory over the Oakland
Raiders this week is fitting.
The game was close , but never
that close.
Some believe that the Pats
can 't win when Tom Brady
isn 't Superman. Ahem , 16
for 30 for 226 yards and two
touchdowns is
not Superman.
It
is
simply
mistake-free
football.
Who
would
have thought the
Patriots
could
win a football
game w i t h running
and
(if
you 're not seated , find a chair)
defense?
Now I' m not
going to spout
off about how
great the defense
because
was ,
it wasn 't. 504
yards can rarely
even be considered good , but
19 points is a heck of a lot better than the 34 that the defense
allowed last week.
I' m also not going to try to
argue that the stats are misleading because of garbage time.
Yes, the Raiders gained yards
and six points in wasted time,
but holding a lead proved to be
an issue last week , so I' m not
really thinking of anything as

garbage time.
What 1 w i l l say for the defense is this: they made two
keys picks by Chung (boy is
it nice to have htm back) and
Vince Wilfork (who might
just be the best cover DT in
the league) and two big stops
in the red zone , holding Oakland to field goals. The pass
rush also looked much better
today, the only problem being their absurd inability to
tackle the quarterback.
On another note , Wilfork
is dangerous with the ball
in his hands; he stiff-armed ,
made a cut and went low into
contact. After
BenJarvus
Green-Ellis failed to get into
the endzone in the fourth on
first , second and third downs ,
the Pats should have lined
up Big Vince at tailback and
handed him the
ball. Raise your
hand if you 'd
want to tackle
that man running at you with
a full head of
steam?
That 's
what 1 thought.
I n j u r i e s
reared their ugly
heads again this
week. First , Jerod Mayo was
helped off the
field with what
looked like a
season-threatening knee injury,
followed
by
Danny
Woodhead hopping off on one
foot. With the emergence of
rookie Stevan Ridley, Woodhead is perhaps replaceable ,
but Mayo is the third-most
irreplaceable Patriot behind
Brady and Wilfork. His injury
could be a long-term killer for
a defense that is just maybe
making strides.
On the offensive side , it
was refreshing to see the Pats ,

Who would
have thought
the Patriots
could win a
football game
with running
and (if you 're
not seated ,
find a chair)
defense?

run the ball almost as much as
they pass it now. Green-Ellis
does nothing but run downhill and refuse to go down—
if Laurence Maroney had run
with half the conviction of
BJGE, he 'd have been a Pro
Bowler. Seriously, Laurence ,
watch BJGE. That is how you
hit a hole.
Also , Ridley is the real
deal—10 carries for 97 yards
and a TD. On the touchdown ,
he hit the hole on the right
side hard , made the unblocked
guy miss before stiff-arming
him into oblivion and then
just ran past the Raiders * de L
fense like they were walking
through quicksand. This kid is
physical and explosive—a lethal combo.
On the passing front , there
wasn 't much news aside from
the fact that there isn 't much
news. Brady threw for 226
and two TDs , one to Wes

"MVP" Welker (who caught
nine balls for, yawn , 158
yards) and one to Deion "hey
man , I' m still here " Branch.
Gronk was held to one catch
and blanketed the whole
game , earning a new level of
respect.
The Pats ' second-leading
receiver today? Chad Ochocinco. Ocho caught two balls
for 26 yards and looked good
in the very limited action he
saw; it seems like he 's finall y
coming along.
The Patriots are at home
this coming week against
their arch rivals , the New
York Jets , who eliminated
New England from the p layoffs last year in humiliating
fashion. The Patriots will
try to gain a bit of revenge
against their nemeses and
drop the Mark Sanchez-led
Jets (who have lost their last
two games), below .500.

ULTIMATE FRISBEE

PHOTO COURTESY JUUE KAFKA

Due to inclement whether, Colby s' ultimatejrisbeetournament was sparsely
attended. Bates College and various alumni braved the weather to p lay.

M. soccer 0-2 on the road
recording 16 shots , but yet
From SOCCER , Page 16
again came away with nothother NESCAC loss for Col- ing to show for it on the scoreby, their fourth in five games.
The Bantams ' senior forward
Andrew
Mayernick scored
in the 25th minute, and junior midfielder Anthony EIHachem added an insurance
goal in the 77th.
The game was dominated
by both defenses and saw only
16 shots recorded by both,
teams all game. The difference in score came by way of
Trinity 's ability to take advantage of scoring opportunities.
First-year goalkeeper Peter
Quayle recorded three stops
for Colby, while Trinity seEric Barthold
nior keeper Grant Schonberg
Class of 2012
recorded two.
The Wesleyan game saw
the same result as the Trinity
matchup, but the opponents board. The Cardinals took 17
took a much different route to shots , converting on the feet
achieve it. Colby more than of first-year Greg Shaheen and
doubled its offensive effort , junior Walter Rodriguez. Ju-

We knew we
were playing
well, and we
knew that if we
just kept doing
what we were
doing, the goals
would come.

nior Adam Purdy, recent
NESCAC Player of the
Week , recorded the shutout for Wesleyan with
eight saves, while Quayle
saved five for the Mules.
When
asked
about
Colby 's goalkeeping carousel , Serdjenian said
"We have multiple strong
goalkeepers , and we 're
trying to get them all experience." He also spoke
to recent offensive frustration: "Every NESCAC
game [is] a battle....we
possessed the ball well
but didn 't translate that
into goals."
At 1-4 in NESCAC
play, Colby falls to ninth
in the conference, ahead
of Bowdoin and Bates.
The Mules have five more
conference games remaining this season in addition
to an upcoming matchup
with Thomas College.

SPORTS IN BRIEF
Field hockey fell in two New England Small College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) matchups this past weekend. The Mules fell 1-0 to Trinity College
Saturday and 4-0 to Wesleyan University on Sunday.
Women s tennis competed at the Intercollegiate Tennis Association New England Region Champ ionships this past Friday. Sarah Wiener '13 and Kathryn
Vergeyle '12 lost a tough doubles match 9-8 (4) to Bates College. In singles,
Wiener fell to a Tufts player 6-2, 6-1. and Tess Perese '14 fell to an MIT opponent 6-2 . 6-2.
The Colby crew teams opened their seasons at the Textile River Regatta in
Lowell. Mass. The men 's club 8 boat p laced 11"' with a time of 19:18.876,
and the women s' club 8 p laced 1J" at 22:08.251. In the men s' open 4 race,
the Colby 'A 'boat took third out of 25 at 19:51.731, while the B ' boat took
eighth with a time of 22:08.619. The women s open 8 boat p laced fourth of
four at 21:07.038.
Colby men s cross country won the Colby Invitational on Saturday over St.
Joseph s College, Unity College and Thomas College. Tom Letourneau '13
won the race with a time of 29:28.
Women s' cross country won the Colby Invitational as well with a score of 21.
St. Josep h s' p laced second with a score of 41. A nna Doyle '15 p laced second,
clocking in at 20:50.
- Robert Yee, Sports Editor
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Orioles win, Red Sox lose

Sox up 3-2. The Rays were down
7-0 to the Yankees in Tampa and
had virtually no chance. Then
TIM
the Rays started their comeback.
BADMINGTON
Yankee wildness led to Tampa's first three runs. Then Evan
Longona, the Rays' best hitter,
knocked in two baserunners to
What just happened? The Bal- bring ihe game to within one run
timore Orioles made fools of the entering the ninth inning. Pitcher
Boston Red Sox while knock- Corey Wade quickly retired the
ing them out of the playoffs, and first two Rays in the bottom of
that's not even the most surpris- the ninth. The Rays sent up Dan
ing part. The Rays overcame Johnson, one of 2011 *s worst hita seven-run deficit against the ters, to try and catch lightning in
New York Yankees, earning vic- a bottle. In a scene that every kid
tory and a playoff berth of their dreams about, Johnson deposited
own just two minutes after learn- a pitch just barely over the right
ing about Boston 's fate.
field fence to send the game to
It isn 't hyperbole to call Sept. extra innings.
28, 2011 one of the best nights
In Baltimore, where play
in Major League Baseball his- had resumed, the Sox were still
tory. Of course, calling it "best" in the lead 3-2 as closer Jonadepends strongly on your rooting than Papelbon set down the
interest. For me and the rest of first two Orioles in the ninth
my Oriole-supporting brethren inning. And then , more lightand the growing base of Tampa ning. Orioles ' third baseman
Bay Rays fans, this night was Chris Davis tagged a double
beyond spectacular. For Red Sox off the ri ght field wall to give
nation, it was the culmination of Baltimore a glimmer of hope.
a month of misery.
Left fielder Nolan Reimold
On Sept. 2, with just over a followed with his own heroics,
month left in the regular season, sending another double to right
the Red Sox led the Rays in the center to score Davis and bring
race for the American League wild up Robert Andino. The utility
card by nine-and-a-half games. infielder roped a single just
In August and early September, under the glove of Boston left
baseball writers were clamoring fielder Carl Crawford to cap
for story lines, struggling to make an unlikely comeback which
word counts because virtually ev- guaranteed the Rays a chance
ery playoff spot was locked up. for a one-game playoff with
After the games on Sept. 2, no the Red Sox if the Rays lost to
playoff race was closer than five New York.
games, an unprecedented lack
The Rays and Yankees tradof drama heading down the final ed zeros until the 12th inning,
stretch to October baseball.
when, minutes after Tampa's
But then came Boston 's his- fans roared upon hearing of Baltoric collapse. The Red Sox * 7-19 timore 's result, Longoria played
September record was worse than the role of savior once more,
that of the 1962 New York Mets, blasting a home run off of Scott
the losingest team in history. Bal- Proctor, ensuring the Rays a spot
timore went 5-2 against Boston in in the playoffs and ending the
the final two weeks, playing their Red Sox' season.
very best spoiler role, but the
Words cannot describe the
climax came in game 162 with excitement of the night. 1 was
the Red Sox in Baltimore. Bos- jumping in and out of my chair
ton sent starter Jon Lester to the at
every
channel-changing,
mound to save its season. Lester game-changing play. I used evusually spells doom for the O's— ery expletive in my repertoire.
Baltimore MB never beaten Les- I was a die-hard Rays fan for a
ter in his six-year major league night, pulling hard for the undercareer. The Orioles started Al- dog. It was impossible comeback
fredo Simon, who isn't awful but after impossible comeback. For
certainly doesn't merit the title of many, it was a "where-were"ace." Things looked pretty good you-when..." moment that we'll
for Boston.
never forget. A SportsCenter
The teams traded runs in the anchor summed it up the best:
early innings until the seventh in- "Sports are better than anything,
ning brought a rain delay with the always." What a night.

ROBERT
YEE

What just happened? The Baltimore Orioles made fools of the
Boston Red Sox while knocking them out of the playoffs, and
that's not even the most surprising part. The Rays overcame
a seven-run deficit against the
New York Yankees, earning victory and a playoff berth of their
own just two minutes after learning about Boston 's fate.
It isn 't hyperbole to call Sept.
28, 2011 one of the worst nights
in Major League Baseball history. Of course, calling it "worst"
depends strongly on your rooting interest. For me, a die-hard
Sox fan from not-quite-Bostonbut-still-closer-to-Boston-thanmost-of-you-jokahs, it was along
the lines of Super Bowl XLII and
the death of—though 1 never saw
him play—Len Bias.
There 's no need to recap the
Red Sox ' awful month of September—their 7-19 record (2-5
against the Triple-A worthy
Orioles), Tampa Bay *s surge,
rumors of turmoil in the clubhouse—it's all been said in this
paper and elsewhere.
In moments like these, I must
revert to the only thing I know
how to do: blame the Yankees.
To Colby 's Yankees fans: how
can you live with yourselves?
Sure, the Yankees earned the
right to sit as many of their
players as they wanted. I' m
fine with that. It's clear to me,
though, that there was at least
some "throwing the game" involved. Your starter pitched two
innings. Two. And he was doing well. Dellin Betances is not
pitching in the playoffs; there is
no reason he can 't pitch five in a
meaningless game at the end of
the season.
Yankees fans, you 'll be proud
to know that your team used 11
pitchers that fateful night. Usually only a team that lets up 30
runs is forced to use 11 pitchers,
but you planned it just right so
that, if it came down to it, Scott
Proctor (not exaggerating, possibly the worst pitcher in the
league) would be forced to log
big innings. How else can you
explain pitching A.J. Burnett

(one batter) and Phil Hughes
(one inning) in a game like this?
The Yankees did not want the
Red Sox in the playoffs (Boston was 12-6 vs. New York this
season); they wanted the Rays
(against whom they were 9-6,
not counting the last three of
the season). It's a clear, obvious
throwaway, and you should be
ashamed of yourselves.
Next victim: Carl Crawford.
Get off my team. You're making $14 million a year—wait,
what 's that , you 're getting a
raise to $ 19.5 million next
year?—and you let that ball
drop? Play it on a hop and make
a half-accurate throw home and
we win that game (well, probably not). Extend your arm a few
inches, and we win that game
(fact). Half-heartedly dive at
the ball and throw a duck home,
and we lose. What 's worse is
that we might lose Jacoby Ellsbury thanks to you. Great season, Carl. You really brought
your A-game
Finally, I'd like to thank Terry
Francona for his years of service. Much has been said about
the need for a scapegoat. Fans
found one in Terry Francona,
and the Sox declined to pick up
his option for 2012. To his critics, 1 say this: I played baseball
for 13 years, and not once did I
have a coach inspire me to play
any better or worse (sorry, Dad).
Most of my interactions with
coaches regarded whether I'd
be pitching or playing shortstop, or whether I'd be blasting home runs from the third or
fourth spot (or walks and singles
from the seventh or eighth spot ,
whatever). In my last year, 1 remember asking my coach one
question : can I take this at-bat
right-handed? (He let me, and
I popped out to third). Coaches
don 't make baseball players because baseball, at its heart, is an
individual sport.
The Boston Red Sox shouldn 't
have needed Terry Francona to
kick them into gear; they are
professional athletes and are paid
accordingly. Tito, you're my boy.
Pedroia too.
The collapse is unforgivable
for now, but , of course, that 's
only until next year. We'll hype
them up again only to be let down
(probably). But that 's sports, and
as we all know, "Sports are better than anything, always." What
a night. I need a drink.

DEVASTATOROF THE WEEK
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Cross Country
I ^J J_
HOMETOWN:
Place at Colby
Invitational
Dayton, Maine
WHY:
This past Saturday, Letourneau earned first
place in the Colby Men's Cross Country Invitational with a time of 29:28 over an eight-kilometer course. Winning the meet by a margin of more than nine minutes, Letourneau's
time helped the Mules defeat St. Joseph's
College, Unity College and Thomas College
to gain first place with a score of 26 points.
Over Fall Break, the men's cross country
team will compete at the Open New England
Championships in Boston, Mass.
BY THE NUMBERS
29:28: Time recorded by men's cross country runner Tom Letourneau '13 in the Colby invitational.
18: Tackles made by football linebacker Mike
Hyatt '14 in the Mules' game against Middlebury.
Hyatt also recovered a fumble in the game.
2: Goals scored by women 's soccer player Nikki
Pickering '12 in the first eight minutes of play in a
match against Wesleyan University.
250: Career win total of men's soccer coach Mark
Serdjenian, with the most recent victory coming in
a match against the University of Southern Maine.
STANDINGS
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The Baltimore Orioles celebrate their game 162 win over the Red Sox.

Football downed
From FOOTBALL Page 16

finished scoring with 9:38 left in
the game on Foote's fourth touchdown pass of the game, this one to
Billy Chapman.
Colby
firstyear
Luke
Dunklee
put
forth a stellar effort of his own,
rushing six times
for 73 yards and
a
touchdown.
His touchdown
rounded out the
scoring for the
game with 1:55
to play, bringing the game to
its final result of
41-15. Dunklee
tacked on an additional 62 yards
on two kick returns, giving him a total of 135
all-purpose yards on the day.
Kmetz finished 19-34 for 170

yards with a touchdown and an
interception, as well as 50 yards
rushing. Walsh had eight receptions for 64 yards.
Tri-captain Tom Duffy '12
expressed disappointment with
the outcome, but
gave credit to
the Panthers for
a
well-played
game.
"They
played quick and
precise, and they
took advantage of
our mistakes ," he
said. "They were
clearly the better
team yesterday,
that 's what it
Tom Duff:/ comes down to."
The
Mules
Class of 201:2
travel to Wesleyan next weekend,
hungry for their
first win , Duffy
added. "We know what needs to
be done, and the guys are ready
to make it happen. "

We know what
needs to be
done, and the
guys are ready
to make it
happen.

BOSTON COM

David Ortiz sits, contemplatively, after the Red Sox ' collapse concludes.

Interested
in writing
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Martin 6th at NESCAC qualifier W. soccer runs
record to 4-4
By ADELE PRIESTLEY
STAFF WRITER

On the first day of the 2011
New England Small College Athletics Conference
(NESCAC) Golf Qualifier, a
two-day tournament , Taggie
Martin '13 drove the Mules

into contention by shooting
the lowest round of the day.
Hosted by Connecticut College at Lyman Orchards Golf
Club, over 50 college golfers
were competing to get on the
leaderboard in the first round.
Martin's score of 35 on the
front nine holes and 34 on the

back nine put him three strokes
under par and two strokes in the
lead. Nicholas Koh of Amherst
College, Jack Palley of Trinity
College and Matt McCarron of
Williams College finished in a
three-way tie for second place
after day one.
The next Colby golfer, Tripp
Huber '13, finished in a tie for
20th place with a
score of 77, captain Harry Smith
'12 was only one
stroke back in
24th p lace and
Tom
Lampert
'12 and Pete Gabranski '13 were
part of a five-way
tie for 33rd place.
At the end of
the day, Colby
and
Hamilton
College
both
had a combined
score of 304 ,
which tied them
in sixth p lace
overall.
Williams took the
lead with a total score of 290.
Light rain on Saturday left
the competitors with a soggy
course on Sunday morning.
The less-than-favorable conditions didn 't keep Martin
from securing sixth p lace in
the individual results section,
nor did it prevent Colby from

a sixth place finish out of 10
teams. Huber accumulated
a total score of 156 to tie for
27th place, Smith tied for 33rd
place (159), Gabranski tied for
35th place (161) and Lampert
tied for 37th place (162). Altogether, the Mules were 47
strokes over par and 37 strokes
behind the winner,
Williams
(586).
Following
Williams were
Trinity
(588),
Middlebury
College (594),
Hamilton (600)
and
Amherst
College (612).
Tufts University
and Bates College were both
10 strokes behind Colby in
seventh
place,
Bowdoin
College took ninth
and
Wesleyan
University finished tenth.
With only two
tournaments left in the season , the Mules are hoping to
put another athlete into the
winner 's bracket. Cheer them
on at home on Oct. 8 in the
highly anticipated CBB Tournament. Colby, Bates and
Bowdoin begin their match
at noon.

Mules bring
record to 1-4 in
NESCAC play

Barthold netted Colby's first goal
on a first-touch shot at the end
of a centering pass from Andrew
Woonton *15. In the second half,
Colby was able to finish on their
opportunities to score, and the
floodgates opened. Three different players scored their first collegiate goals in the second half.
Sophomore Chris Pratt scored
in the 58th minute, while firstyearsCharlie Dupee and Jake Lukach scored in the 73rd and 83rd
minutes, respectively. Speaking
of Colby's second-half scoring
spree, Barthold said,' "The key
to the success we had in the second half was belief....We knew
we were playing well, and knew
that if we just kept doing what
we were doing, the goals would
come. It wasn't necessarily that
the quality of our chances drastically improved, but our confidence in front of goal improved."
Senior Ben Joslin and first-year
Cody Funkhouser combined for
the clean sheet in goal, recording
three saves between them. The
win was coach Mark Serdjenian's
250th at the helm for Colby.
Saturday 's defensive struggle with Trinity ended in an-

Martin's score
of 35 on the
front nine
holes and 34
on the back
nine put him
three strokes
under par and
two strokes in
the lead .
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Colby golfcompetedatthe NESCAC OualifteratWesleyan thispast weekend.
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77je women s soccer team scoredfirst in matches against Trinity and Wesleyan. but the Mules were unable to hold on and suffered two tough losses.
By SARAH TRANKLE
SPORTS EDITOR

This past week, the Colby
women's soccer team triumphed over the University of
Maine at Farmington (UMF)
before suffering two painful
losses over a span of two days
to Trinity College and Wesleyan University. At the conclusion of these three matches,
the women 's record moved to
4-4 overall and 1-4 in the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC).
In the game against UMF on
Sept. 27, both teams started off
slow, and the match remained
scoreless at halftime. Finally, 13
minutes into the second half of
play, Cami Notaro ' 15 knocked a
low shot by UMF's keeper, Crystal Johnson, to bring the score to
1-0. The second goal of the match
came with about 20 minutes remaining in the second half. Maddie Tight '15 stole the ball from
a UMF player before executing a
perfect cross to Marissa Simmons
'12, who placed the ball in the
back of the net for her first goal
of the season. In total, the Mules
recorded a 30-6 shot advantage
and goalkeeper Emily Brook * 15
blocked four shots.
The weekend following the
shutout against UMF, Trinity
stymied the Mules ' confidence
in a match on Oct. 1. With less

Football 0-2 Men 's soccer

Mules f all to
Middlebury 's
big off ense in
away rout

By ZACH HARTNETT
STAFF WRITER

A week after being shut down
by Trinity College's defense, the
Colby men 's football team was
unable to contain a powerful
Middlebury College offense and
dropped its second game of the
season by a score of 41-15.
Despite a career day from
linebacker Mike Hyatt '14 , who
had 18 tackles and a fumble recovery, Middlebury was still
able .to amass 553 yards of total
offense. First-year quarterback
McCallum Foote was outstanding for the Panthers, picking up
380 yards and four touchdowns
on 28-44 passing.
Middlebury came out firing on
its first drive, marching 80 yards
down the field in a mere 2:0,1,
jumping out to a 7-0 lead after
Remi Ashkar's two-yard touchdown plunge and a converted
kick. A fumble on the Middle-

bury three-yard line ended Colby's ensuing drive, but Middlebury gave the ball right back two
plays later, setting up junior David Bendit 's 25-yard field goal.
After Mike Dola's field goal
stretched the Panther lead to 10-3,
Foote took over the game. Touchdowns of 33 and 11 yards to Zach
Driscoll and Ashkar, respectively,
brought the score to 24-3.
Not ready to go down without
a fight, Colby quarterback and
tri-captain Nick Kmetz '12 took
over with 1:45 to play in the half
on his own 20-yard line. 12 plays
and 80 yards later, Kmetz found
fellow tri-captain Connor Walsh
'12 for his third reception of the
drive, this one a touchdown from
two yards out. A pass interference penalty from the previous
play had given the drive new life,
and the Mules capitalized as time
expired in the half, making the
score 24-9.
The second half didn 't prove to
be much better for Colby. Dola's
second field goal opened the scoring in the third quarter, and Foote
converted again with a 25-yard
touchdown pass to Driscoll, his
third of the game. Middlebury
See FOOTBALL. Page 15

By TIM BADMINGTON
STAFF WRITER

This week brought more inconsistency and frustration for
the Colby men's soccer team. The
slate of games began very successfully, as the Mules throttled
the University of Southern Maine
(USM) 4-0, but took a turn for the
worst as the New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) schedule queued up
difficulties for the Colby offense.
In a game at Trinity College on
Saturday, Colby was unable to
crack a tough Bantam defense
en route to a 2-0 loss. Wesleyan
brought further challenges for the
Mules, who finished on the wrong
side of yet another 2-0 decision.
Colby put strong pressure on
the USM defense but had difficulty capitalizing on scoring opportunities in the first half. The
Mules had 18 shots in the first
45 minutes, but only one goal to
show for it. Senior midfielder Eric

than a minute left in the match .
Bantams player Shawna Altdorf brought the game into extra minutes with a desperation
goal before scoring for a second
time nine minutes into overtime
to secure the victory for Trinity.
Colby 's goal, scored by Tight
in the 29th minute of the match ,
came off of an assist from senior captain Emily Moos.
The next day proved to be
just as unlucky for the Mules.
Although senior Nikki Pickering came out of the gate running with two goals within the
first eight minutes of play, the
Wesleyan women responded
with four goals of their own
to bring the final tally to 4-2.
Pickering scored her first goal
on a chip shot off of a pass
from Kate Laxson '13 , and
her second goal off of assists
credited to both Laxson and
Simmons. Over the course of
the next 10 minutes, Wesleyan
reversed its fate and brought
the game to a tied 2-2 score
with goals from Hannah Stone
and Kerry Doyle. Wesleyan's
last two goals occurred in
the second half of play and
brought their shot advantage
to 26-13 overall.
This week , the Mules will
face off against local rival
Bowdoin College in Brunswick , Maine on Oct. 8 at
12:30 p.m.

Colby
On Deck
THIS WEEK'S HOME GAMES

See SOCCER , Page 14

VOLLEYBALL VS.
HUSSON
WEDNESDAY AT 7:00 P.M.

GOLF VS. BOWDOIN
AND BATES
SATURDAY AT 12:00 P.M.
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Rob Turner '12 grabs a pass during a recent loss to Trinity The Mules fell to Middlebury on the road, 41-15, to fall to 0-2 on the young season.
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